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Today's users are empowered to discover, adopt and 
review your brand. 

This is why we focus on satisfying their desires and 
expectations. As user advocates, our talented experts 
work tirelessly on their behalf – whether they are  
consumers, employees, citizens, partners or any 
other stakeholders. Because we know that every single 
brand interaction determines its value to users:  
the timing, relevance and quality of user experience 
give brands their competitive edge.

Emakina

The User 
Agency

We believe happy users 
grow successful businesses.
Brice Le Blévennec, CEO
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Emakina's services are deeply rooted in our technological edge. 
Since the very beginning, user-centricity has driven our work.  
Whatever the challenge, however outrageously ambitious  
the project, our services cover all the trades that are essential to 
making our clients' users happy. 

Our services

Full-service 
digital 
native 
agency
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We constantly recruit and train the most talented people 

who work tirelessly to meet the challenges they are 

passionate about every day. Working hand in hand, nearly 

750 experts from all disciplines design and deliver fluid, 

efficient and innovative solutions. These help our clients 

develop strong, lasting relationships with users.

Throughout our existence, we’ve developed unparalleled,  

market-leading quality standards to help us honour the 

promises we make to our clients. 

Every project starts with an initial consultation with  

our market research, consumer research and user 

experience design services. We also provide identity design, 

brand positioning support and content strategy.

Then comes the construction phase, as the most 

ambitious plans demand seamless execution. Together 

with our technological partners and hundreds of project 

managers, concept designers, graphic designers and 

engineers, we develop the online presence, unified 

commerce platform, marketplace presence and apps  

you need to weave your users' digital interactions into 

your business.

Our communications team will then connect you to all 

your digital touchpoints. Emakina deploys digital ads 

with precise targeting and user journeys, connects  

you to your users through marketing automation and 

creates strong emotional bonds through content 

and motion design. Our social media and influencer 

marketing strategies take you away from the buzz and 

transcend your objectives.

In this awakening phase, content comes to life and 

promotional activities get going. To win the love of your 

customers, we deploy a whole range of automated 

marketing tools. In order to generate traffic to your 

platforms, we create written, audiovisual and interactive 

content to enliven your communities. We ensure 

constant optimisation through in-depth data analysis. 

We make our clients' users happy. How? Thanks to the 

combined expertise of our many talents.
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Every business needs an advisor who 
understands their vision and goals.

We help you better understand your customers and focus on  

meeting their expectations and desires. Because we know  

that every interaction with a brand influences the value that 

people place on it. Your competitive advantage will come 

from the timing, relevance and quality of every experience. 

Business strategy 
& advisory

12 User insights 

13 Digital experience design (DXD) 

14 Branding & design 
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We reveal the most relevant insights  

for your business, based on an in-depth 

understanding of your targets.

User insights

Our specialists in cognitive psychology work alongside 

our experts in marketing, service design, business and 

communication to get under the skin of users and 

bring them engaging experiences.

Our tailor-made methodologies combine qualitative 

and quantitative studies to better understand personas 

and their experience paths. We identify societal 

trends based on statistical analysis and sociological 

observations. And we find the keys to deciphering the 

rational and emotional drivers of human behaviour. 

These findings are all translated into actionable advice 

for clients on how to improve user journeys and 

experience across all touchpoints. Our experts follow 

up on their research as an integral part of our team. 

Their human focus is invaluable as we work to boost 

the growth of our clients. 

 
 The key to 
understanding is to 
listen completely.

At Emakina, we know each user is unique. Every single one of 

them has their own style, vision, beliefs, feelings and emotions. 

This is why Digital experience design (DXD) was developed: to 

offer your brand user experiences that are both fully personalised  

and totally integrated into every touchpoint, user by user.

In our digitised, real-time world, capturing the attention of  

users is a big challenge. The only way for brands to survive and 

to keep creating value, is to invest in unique experiences.

We have decided to create a multidisciplinary and interconnected  

team around the same vision of Digital experience design.  

Our experts’ philosophy is rooted in Design Thinking —  

a problem-solving methodology based on close collaboration 

between you and us, while remaining perfectly aligned with  

the tangible data and real research we carry out.

DXD consists of two distinct phases. First, we identify the most 

important obstacles users encounter in their journey with your 

brand. Together, we carry out a process that draws on user 

data and research. Next, we develop ideas, prototypes and 

test concepts. The objective is to come up with an integrated 

solution that meets all your requirements.

Emakina’s DXD methodology and mindset comprise five main 

categories of expertise — perfectly complementary to one another  

— to ensure the best results on the market: Design Strategy, 

Content Design, UX Design, Service Design and Design Research.

We create standout experiences that are  

meaningful, relevant and enjoyable, helping 

you stay one step ahead of the competition.

Digital experience 
design

 
Excellence  
across every 
touchpoint
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The big questions in branding: What is the purpose of 

your brand? Why does it act in the way that it does? Why 

should anyone care? Most companies find it hard to 

answer these questions. 

To thrive, you need a brand purpose that stands out, is 

understood and relatable. We will help you to identify it 

and bring it to life with a strong brand positioning and 

consistent creativity.

Our team will express your brand and give it potency 

on every touchpoint, from the logo to values and tone 

of voice on all online and offline communications. 

Our creative directors are supported by strategists and 

marketers, art directors, copywriters and designers who 

know how to make an impact.

Together, we help you to see the world through the 

eyes of your users — and then present something that 

touches hearts and minds and that people want to 

connect with. 

Branding 
& design
After defining a brand purpose that 
shines, we can express your brand and 
give it potency on every touchpoint. 

 
Art is not what you 
see, but what  
you make others see.
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Connect with people with power and 
precision. By harnessing the latest 
technology, we can communicate in  
a precise, personal, immersive and 
timely manner. Let’s engage your users 
and inspire action.

Engaging  
digital 
communications

18 Digital advertising 

19 Marketing automation 

20 Content & motion design 

21 Social media marketing 

22 Influencer marketing 
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We run campaigns with carefully 

considered strategies to guide people 

from discovery and consideration to 

making a choice – showing empathy for 

their state of mind at each moment.

Digital advertising

Digital advertising can be incredibly powerful as long 

as it’s done with the user in mind. It must anticipate 

their needs and wants and speak to them in a relevant 

and meaningful way.

Our teams have broad expertise, from search engine 

marketing to social media advertising, mobile 

advertising, remarketing, and cross-selling advertising 

for e-commerce sites and marketplaces. We achieve 

great results by close targeting, impeccably-planned 

users journeys and creative consistency.

 
Creativity 
without 
strategy is 
called art.

Marketing automation
Connect with users on a massive scale 

through automation and make each one 

feel valued, unique and understood.

How can you give each user a personal service on  

a massive scale? The answer is marketing automation.  

When executed thoughtfully and skillfully, it dramatically  

improves the user experience across all touchpoints.

You can boost sales with lead generation and help 

people to make choices through upselling techniques 

like product recommendations. You can increase the 

impact and relevance of your communications with a 

user lifecycle, contacting people at the right moment, 

in the right way.

Due to shifts in user behaviour, marketing automation 

is more and more complex. That’s where Emakina 

comes in. We see different levels of maturity and can 

help you get to the next one before your competitor 

does. Our team will help you match the soaring 

expectations of your customers.

 
Whatever  
you do,  
be different.
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We conceive, design, write, produce and 
distribute valuable content to get people 
clicking, talking and buying. 

Content 
& motion design

People are hungry for great content. Whether on 

YouTube, TikTok, Instagram, podcasts, Amazon or 

anywhere else, content is still king.

Every website, animation or post must enthrall users. 

With content marketing, we take a strategic approach 

to creating and distributing valuable content to get 

people clicking, talking and buying.

Just as important as the visual impact is the need 

to convey a meaningful narrative and the right 

messaging. We develop storytelling in line with your 

brand strategy and define a tone of voice which 

conveys the right personality and spirit.

In motion design for videos, 360 films, AR and 

VR, the animations and effects also set the tone. 

Our producers, editors, writers, motion designers, 

3D specialists, sound engineers and composers 

collaborate closely. Together, we immerse the 

audience and help to create an emotional bond. 

 
Our minds are 
enriched by what 
we receive.

Where do people hang out and feel comfortable? 

Sharing family photos, commenting on products, liking 

pugs and laughing at memes on social platforms.

That’s why we see social as an important part of the 

marketing mix, enabling us to connect with target 

audiences more deeply. With the support of our 

experts in design, content, marketing automation and 

motion, we’ll help you to get the best results from 

Facebook, Instagram and more.

The social media strategy will feed into your wider 

marketing strategy, connecting you with your fans, 

customers or fresh audiences who find your brand 

interesting enough to interact with.

As well as gaining quantitative results like clicks and 

visits, we can judge the quality of a campaign. Our 

teams uncover insights about conversations and 

messages which stick in the minds of users.

 
 Forget about being 
impressive and 
commit to being real.

Social media 
marketing
Make an impact amongst the buzz of 

conversations, emojis and memes to connect 

with people while they’re most relaxed.
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Influencer marketing
We match our clients' objectives with  
the right influencers. Creators who  
propel brands into new stratospheres  
and leave lasting impressions.

 
Confident people 
inspire other people.

With the most prominent independent creators 

behind us, we evolve your image to exceed previously 

untouched targets. These leaders in their field shatter  

taboos with freedom of tone and words your marketing  

department could never dream of. Together, we see 

higher, further, bigger. We transcend your brand.

We created Emakina/Influx as our in-house influencer 

marketing agency. Working with internet superstars, 

we connect your brand to massive audiences. We help 

clients achieve business goals by generating interest 

on social networks, bringing together communities of 

fans and appealing to the right target groups.

We design campaigns, create content, and manage 

partnerships between brands and creators. Moreover, 

we closely monitor results to continually optimise 

each project. The integrity and relevance of content  

is guaranteed, as we stimulate organic distribution and 

achieve standout return on investment.
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Digital experience 
platforms

By using integrated technologies to control  
a myriad digital and physical touchpoints,  
we foster meaningful relationships and enrich  
user experiences.

26 Web building 

27 Applications 

28 Commerce 

29 Marketplaces 

30  Customer relationship 
management (CRM)

31 Loyalty & engagement
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Web building
Our intuitive sites enthral users and consider 
everything from branding and user journeys to 
SEO, e-commerce and cloud technology.

 
Intuitive design is how we give 
the user superpowers.

Websites have become virtual shops, storybooks, 

meeting places and playgrounds to jump into and 

explore. Emakina has been building websites since 

back in 2001, so we’re pioneers in this field.

The websites we build are conceived for the user. 

When they land on the URL, they’ll immediately be 

inspired and understand how to use it. Our teams 

consider everything from branding, personalisation 

and user journeys to search engine optimisation and 

page load times.

Sites today are complicated, with advanced 

functionalities for sophisticated needs. We have 

worked through every stage of their evolution and 

continue to lead the pack in site-building practices 

and tools. We ceaselessly train and certify teams 

while reinforcing our partnerships with major 

platforms and providers.

This expertise is all poured into websites that are 

a valuable asset, integrating perfectly with our 

clients’ wider digital ecosystems, and evolving their 

businesses with cloud technology.

Enhance people’s lives, work and 

moments of escape with apps that 

blur the lines between the digital 

and real world.

Applications

Applications can enhance people’s lives, work and 

moments of escape.

Since the early years, Emakina has been developing 

applications with the web browser as the user 

interface. For over a decade, we’ve created native 

apps for smartphones, tablets, screens, tactile 

tables, games consoles, interactive installations and 

connected objects.

Blurring the lines between the digital and real worlds, 

we intrigue and surprise through immersive VR projects  

and AR experiences.

Our teams master the latest evolutions in operating 

systems, API, frameworks and software. At home 

with the most recent hardware, we create interactive 

installations and use iBeacons for connected 

products. Emakina manages projects from the spark 

of an idea to a prototype, plus online maintenance.

 
 Don’t wait  
for moments. 
Create them.
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Commerce
We advise large global and SME 

clients on how to design and deploy 

the best integrated approach, built 

around the user.

Emakina is ahead of the game in connected 

commerce. We were active in the first European 

e-commerce and omnichannel markets of France,  

the Netherlands, Austria, Germany and Sweden. 

Over the years, our teams have helped clients take 

advantage of each new form of e-commerce.

There has been a seismic shift in both wholesale and 

retail trade, with online sales becoming necessary 

for most goods and services, and many online-only 

brands stealing the lead. 

Of course, user experience is paramount. Purchasing 

journeys often kick off on marketplaces, in which 

Emakina specialises. Then, sellers must build operating 

models in which physical and digital stores enrich one 

another. Our teams combine technical knowhow (PIM,  

catalogue management, loyalty systems, OMS, payment  

systems and ERP) with extensive sector expertise.

 
 Invest in the 
people who invest 
in you.

Marketplaces
Seize the potential of Amazon, AliExpress, 
bol.com and other marketplaces, meeting the 
challenges and avoiding the pitfalls.

The explosion of marketplaces like Amazon, AliExpress, 

bol.com, has radically changed users’ buying habits. 

Brands, distributors, retailers and wholesalers have had 

to adapt to this reality.

We have seen mounting pressure, with the volume  

of data giving marketplaces a real competitive edge. 

The loss of intermediaries, changing distribution 

networks, pressure to update IT, transformation of 

supply chains, and the need for warehouses are just 

some of the challenges.

A second evolution is unfolding: platforms like 

Instagram are beginning to offer new sales channels 

which need to be integrated into overall distribution 

strategies. All these opportunities require transversal 

expertise, combining technology, marketing, creativity 

and business.

 
Markets always 
change faster 
than marketing.
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Make your customer a part 
of your mission.

The main goal of CRM is to improve relationships with  

your customers. A CRM system manages information about 

your customers and makes this data available to everyone 

in your organisation. 

It facilitates the recording and qualification of new leads, 

manages important touchpoints, records customer  

history and identifies up-selling and cross-selling potential. 

This automation allows you to increase productivity, 

conversion rates and revenue.

Integrate your CRM with your POS, e-commerce and 

marketing to get a 360-degree view of your customers.  

Emakina finds you the right CRM tool for your requirements 

in close cooperation with your teams.

Efficiently manage interactions  
with existing and potential customers  
in a CRM system, freeing you up to 
focus on strong customer relationships.

Customer relationship 
management (CRM)

Loyalty 
& engagement
In saturated markets, customer loyalty is 
often the decisive difference. Emakina will 
work with you to implement a customer 
loyalty programme that fits your brand and 
inspires your target group.

Acquiring new customers is 5 to 25 times more 

expensive than retaining existing customers. Surely 

every marketer has heard this before, but what makes 

people loyal customers or even brand ambassadors?

The answer: a strong relationship between you and 

your customers. Of course there are countless ways 

to get in touch with customers. There are hardly any 

limits to creativity due to today’s technology. But the 

decisive difference is a well thought-out customer 

journey with touchpoints that inspire your customers.

You already have a loyalty programme and would like 

to digitise it? Emakina will work with you to implement 

a loyalty programme that exceeds your customers’ 

expectations. From conception to technical 

implementation and go-live, we work side by side with 

you to find the perfect solution.

 
Loyalty is about making an 
emotional connection.
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User intelligence
Data feeds knowledge. With our experience 
in data science and analytics, as well as our 
innovative work at the frontier of AI, we measure 
and interpret data to deliver user insights and 
business value.

34 Data science 

35 Artificial intelligence services 

36 Analytics 
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The world now generates data at a mind-blowing rate. 

Evolutions in computing allow us to harness this data 

in ways that were previously unimaginable. Not a 

day goes by without exciting developments in data 

science, artificial intelligence and machine learning. 

The time for turning data into business value is right 

now. Despite the hype, all the buzzwords are empty  

if the data is not applied correctly, in a timely manner, 

in the right context. Defining and leveraging the value 

of your business data is the number one mission of 

our data consultants.

At Emakina, we use scientific methods, processes, 

algorithms and systems to extract knowledge and 

insights from structured and unstructured data – 

giving our clients valuable insights at the right time.

Harness the power of data. We will help you  
to define and leverage the value of your business 
data and find valuable insights.

Data science

 
 

Without big data analytics, 
companies are blind and deaf.

Artificial intelligence is hot right now. Our consultants 

are trained not to use the hype as a way to sell, but to 

use the technology as a means of solving real business 

challenges for our clients.

AI is well on its way to transforming every industry. 

Between now and 2030, it will create an estimated 

$13 trillion of GDP growth. While it has already created 

tremendous value amongst tech companies, much 

value creation will go beyond the software sector. 

In such times of heavy competition and digital 

transformation, repetitive tasks can block growth.  

As a result, businesses look for ways to help employees 

focus on what matters. By using AI, we can predict, 

automate and estimate wasteful processes. It’s our 

number one asset in battling waste.

We will guide your first steps into AI projects and 

advance in a steady, meaningful way. This means  

we can help you to establish trust in the technology 

and unlock its tremendous potential.

We help our clients’ teams to understand 
the potential, develop trust in the 
technology and solve real business 
challenges.

 
Artificial intelligence will reach 
human levels by around 2029.

Artificial intelligence 
services
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Analytics are essential in business. How else do you 

know if your strategic goals have been achieved? 

Emakina has a wealth of experience in web marketing, 

SEO, social media analytics and optimising conversion 

rates. But opportunities are lost if we can’t measure the 

impact accurately.

We measure the performance of online channels with 

tools like Adobe Analytics, Google Analytics or even 

– when needed – creating our own specific analytics 

tools. These tools, along with dashboards that integrate 

data from the web, social networks, ad management 

platforms and your site database, give us a real-time, 

graphical map of your key performance indicators.

All sorts of technologies and tactics can then be 

activated to make improvements, as we support your 

inhouse teams with recommendations for how to build 

long-term success.

Analytics
We accurately measure the 
impact of your activities by 
looking at online performance 
and advising your teams on 
how to improve.

 
If you cannot 
measure it, you 
cannot improve it.
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Ready to see user-centricity in action? Discover how we put 
users at the very heart of our work. Projects and campaigns 
that captivate users around the world, driven by the innovative 
thinking of our 750+ talented experts. See how we transcend 
client expectations, break new ground and serviced users using 
the very latest technological advances. You can also find links to 
all our cases on our website: www.emakina.com/casebook

Discover our cases

Happy 
users make 
successful 
businesses
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agnès b.
The art of unified commerce

The mission: to create consistency between  

all the fashion house’s touchpoints in order  

to build a strong omnichannel narrative. 

How? We had to redesign the brand’s entire 

digital ecosystem, streamline the company’s 

internal organisation, and connect the three 

e-commerce platforms (FR, UK, US) to their 

boutiques — not only technically, but logistically 

and from a storytelling perspective.

Bringing together online and  
in-store worlds

The brand’s online presence lacked coherence 

and coordination, as did its internal organisation. 

Commercial, digital and communication 

operated in three separate silos. The e-commerce  

platform only covered Europe and did not 

link to the shops or to the brand storytelling 

developed by Agnès herself. 

Emakina identified three challenges: putting 

users first in an overhaul of the digital 

ecosystem, connecting it to the store network 

and harmonising the internal organisation.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Commerce 

Digital experience 
design

Web building

  Technology
Proximis

We needed to create a consistent brand story 
between digital touchpoints.
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Working towards beautiful coherence

The first step was to create consistency between 

touchpoints to build a strong omnichannel narrative that 

inspires shoppers to buy. When they collect purchases 

in-store, it’s the ideal opportunity to add value and build 

loyalty. To support this, we needed to streamline internal 

processes. 

An agile method and a close collaboration

True to agile methodologies, we started our collaboration 

with a series of design sprints. These allowed us to align all 

stakeholders, identify issues, brainstorm solutions together 

and finally select the most relevant options.

Three business platforms were launched simultaneously: 

one for France, one for the United States and one for 

the United Kingdom (to anticipate the consequences of 

Brexit). Although they all share the same storytelling to 

ensure a consistent brand story, they can also tailor their 

offering to local tastes.

increase in revenue 

in first 6 months

in e-commerce 

conversion rate

in the average 

basket size

Turning art into a commercial success

Thanks to the development and implementation of this unified 

commerce, the inimitable fashion icon continues to be celebrated 

through optimal brand performance.

30%
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Since 1975, the Al Hokair Group has been a leading 

integrated player in the retail, hotel and leisure sectors. 

With 91 leisure facilities and 35 hotels in Saudi Arabia and  

the United Arab Emirates, it partners with over 200 brands  

that wish to grow their market share in the region.

Al Hokair
Gulf retail group digitises shopping 
malls in three weeks

When COVID-19 challenges business models

The specificity of the Gulf, compared to the rest of the world, 

is the attractiveness of its shopping centres and their central 

role in purchasing behaviours. They are both sought-after 

tourist destinations as well as popular hotspots for the local 

population. Locals visit malls twice a week – something that is 

unique compared to the rest of the world.

In this context, the adoption of a digital distribution strategy 

was secondary to a business model of rare efficiency. 

In the spring of 2020, COVID-19 redistributed the cards,  
making it necessary to close 1,750 stores. The implementation 
of an e-commerce system became vital.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Commerce

Digital experience 
design 

Web building

  Technology
Shopify

Time-sensitive digital transformation 

The 200 brands distributed by the group found themselves 

without any sales channel in a region with very strong purchasing 

power. The COVID-19 lockdown coincided with Ramadan and 

Eid, which concludes this religious event and is synonymous with 

strong commercial activity. It was not conceivable to approach 

such a key period without any sales channel. 

For Al Hokair, it was vital to quickly complement its historical 

model, based exclusively on physical shops, with a digital channel 

and the opening of a virtual shopping centre.

A business-first approach

Emakina’s teams started from scratch to design an online sales 

platform in less than three weeks. Collaborating with Al Hokair 

and the brands it distributes, and working jointly with the client’s 

teams, the Fast Delivery Checklist methodology enabled us to 

prioritise our efforts by focusing exclusively on the immediate 

business impact.

Building a virtual shopping centre at speed

It took Emakina 14 working days to put the Shopify technology-

based website www.fahfashion.com online. Among the brands 

initially present were Okaïdi, Mango, La Vie en Rose, Aldo, 

Springfield and Flormar. The whole thing is fully integrated with 

the logistics flows and various local payment partners.

Moving forward with continuous improvement, other brands will 

gradually join the platform. With a site in both English and Arabic, 

Emakina provided Al Hokair with a ready-to-use digital marketing 

device enabling them to concentrate on their core business.
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Bardahl 
A more personal positioning for  
a time-honoured brand 

Bardahl has been a major player in the automotive  

motor oil, lubricant and additive industry since the 1940s.  

Its products have also penetrated the nautical, manufacturing  

and DIY sectors. Bardahl’s French division contacted 

Emakina looking for campaigns to reach the B2C markets 

in France, Belgium and Switzerland. The initial focus was 

on brand repositioning and building a new, user-centric 

website, but the scope soon grew.

Driving forward with a multi-phase approach

Emakina identified multiple parallel missions to bring customers 

closer to Bardahl’s family business vibe and values. These 

consisted of a brand positioning strategy, creative concept, 

baseline, design, content strategy, company guidelines and values 

(the 'Livre Jaune'), and a new website combining e-commerce, 

brand building and a solution tool for end users who love to 

tinker with their engines. 

These translated into a single e-commerce platform with a 

custom-made payment module integrating Ingenico, where 

end users can also enjoy Bardahl’s powerful e-diagnostics tool. 

Users gain valuable insights into which products will solve their 

automotive issues.

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE

  Service
Branding & design

Commerce

Content & motion 
design

Digital advertsing 

  Technology
Kentico

 Award
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Updating a well-oiled machine

Our comprehensive approach covered everything 

from the brand personality, through to its 

visual identity, content strategy and marketing 

automation. We gave digital strategy and marketing 

automation workshops to arm Bardahl employees 

with the knowledge to use the tools. A product 

showcase for workers also ensured they could 

underpin the digital communications when talking 

to customers. 

Reaching the finish line

By highlighting Bardahl’s family values, 

launching a strong creative concept, 

empowering employees with tools  

and knowledge and launching  

a user-centric e-commerce platform, 

Emakina immersed end users in  

trust-building experiences. 

x3
conversion rate 

boosted

1K+

pages in 3 languages, 

covering 4 countries

5K+

product references created 

on the Kentico platform

more money 

spent per order

The website immerses visitors in the human side 
of Bardahl’s family values, while the future-proof 
platform lets the company implement marketing 
and CRM campaigns too.
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Basic-Fit
Whipping a fitness platform 
into shape

Basic-Fit offers more than 2 million members in Benelux, 

France and Spain a straightforward membership model 

and various fitness options – from traditional gym 

workouts to virtual classes. Members have access to more 

than 700 clubs in Europe, premium members can invite 

a partner or workout buddy, and there’s also an option to 

have a commitment period of just one month.

This European market leader needed 

a brand new online platform to allow 

future growth – a fresh brand experience, 

simple sign-ups and the ability to show 

club features. Basic-Fit was keen to 

use Salesforce, often deployed with 

e-commerce sites but certainly fit for  

a healthy and expanding business. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.NL

  Service
Analytics 

Commerce

Digital experience 
design

 Technology
Salesforce Commerce 
Cloud

Salesforce Commerce Cloud

Basic-Fit’s move to Salesforce was a strategic one: 

the new platform would boost its international 

growth, staying relevant, personal and scalable for  

a fast-growing membership. The platform is built 

on Salesforce Commerce Cloud and aims to 

convert as many visitors as possible into members.

Emakina won the pitch to be Basic-Fit’s 
strategic partner thanks to our experience 
with digital commerce and Salesforce, our 
design expertise and agile delivery method.
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The full stretch: a new platform  
  and a new design 

The main goal was to convert prospective customers 

into members of Basic-Fit, so its business model 

needed a little stretching. We transformed a complex 

set of online services, local content and promotions 

into a clear and user-friendly three-step process.

Emakina put together the perfect team for a flawless 

delivery, consisting of a UX designer, art director  

and graphic designer. The creative team produced  

a fresh new design to optimise the brand experience  

– resulting in a sleek new look and feel. They also 

created a new photography portfolio.

The first design sprint took just one week, including user testing with  

the target audience and design optimisation. Under the guidance of  

a business analyst, project manager, online marketer, SEO expert and front 

and back end developers, these enviable results were achieved:

The new platform was completed in just four months, 

following a process of 10 sprints, which saw  

the integration of all services, Storefront Reference 

Architecture, content and promotions.

design

went up from Day 1

subscription flow

for the main campaign

drop in traffic

ZeroUser-centered

Ready in time

Revamped

Conversions
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With around 1,088 stores, BILLA is a major player in the food 

retail sector for Austrian households. It’s also a pioneer in online 

groceries and the only full-range provider able to deliver to every 

household in Austria. Customers order their favourite foods and 

essentials online from the comfort of their homes and have them 

delivered right to their doorstep, thanks to the Food Fulfilment 

Center for online orders. 

BILLA
Mobile control from  
order to delivery

Optimising deliveries with digitisation

BILLA wanted a digital solution to ensure a seamless experience 

for customers. Products ordered from the BILLA Online Shop 

are delivered five times a day. This requires well-organised and 

carefully-planned logistics for the right merchandise to reach  

the right customer and the cold chain to remain closed. 

To simplify these processes, Emakina was asked to create a  

logistics app to display the link between order and delivery in  

a clear and easy-to-understand manner.

All information at a glance

Within only three months, we rolled out a logistics 

app that provides deliverers with information 

relating to the products, address and delivery route.  

By streamlining the delivery process, the app 

ensures people receive the right products as 

quickly as possible.

Every order and delivery gets its own TourID. Upon 

scanning the ID, the deliverers can access all the 

information they need to load their truck based on 

the defined route. Not only are they more efficient 

in delivering the merchandise, but they can also 

ensure reliable delivery for online customers and 

the same freshness as in BILLA stores. The app 

considerably facilitates the post-order logistic 

processes and workflow.

Digital transformation benefits the customer

The project’s success highlights how digital transformation 

can have a direct and positive impact on business processes 

and ultimately benefit end users.

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT 

  Service
Commerce

Applications

 Technology
.NET

Angular

Android & iOS

“Our Food Fulfilment Center is equipped with state-of-the-art technology.  

This innovative logistics app helps control orders, check for completeness and 

enable effective loading”

Julia Stone
Director, Digital and Innovations at REWE International AG / BILLA AG
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Boucheron
Digital drama for a historic  
 jewellery house

Founded in 1858, Maison Boucheron is one of the most prestigious 

jewellery houses in the world. For its 160th anniversary, they asked 

Emakina to help create a spectacular event that would anchor the brand 

in its innovative present, while promoting its illustrious heritage. 

A peek inside a hidden world

Boucheron embodies a special world that the public 

sees as inaccessible, especially young people who 

are nevertheless the customers of tomorrow. To give 

them a glimpse of this world, Boucheron put on a 

landmark exhibition at La Monnaie in Paris, entitled 

Vendôrama. Our recommendation was to shine with 

spectacular digital experiences that would astonish 

and delight audiences.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR

  Service
Applications

Branding & design 

Content & motion 
design

Digital advertising

  Technology
Native apps 

Android & iOS

Unify

Vuforia

  Award

Weaving the latest technology into 
the physical exhibition, we linked the 
brand’s past, present and future.
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Interactive celebration of craftsmanship 

Visitors to Vendôrama were captivated with unforgettable  

digital experiences. On a touchscreen table, the public 

was able to marvel at the savoir-faire of the Boucheron  

craftspeople and admire the precision of their movements.  

Three interactive books were also presented, inviting 

users to discover the rich history of the Maison. 

Meanwhile, an immersive augmented reality (AR) 

smartphone app let visitors have fun browsing the 

exhibition. Guided by the mischievous Wladimir, the 

brand’s emblematic cat, they were told anecdotes 

about the house, discovered information and saw 

sketches being coloured.

posts #Vendorama
in 16 days

visitors in 16 days

views
in two months

pages per visit
in two months

6K

20K

70K

videos made  
in 16 days

12K 3,5

To complete their visit, people were invited to enter a cylindrical 

photo booth to take multifaceted videos of themselves to share via 

social media. 

It was as if a jewellery designer were 
working before their eyes.
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Bugaboo
Taking B2B to new heights

Bugaboo makes some of the world’s best baby strollers.  

Its booming business is going places, and needed a slick 

multi-country, multi-language B2B commerce platform to 

keep up with its global growth strategy and high demands 

of digital performance. 

A tool that closely links sales teams  
and retailers

B2B is a significant part of Bugaboo’s supply chain,  

however this part of the business had an outdated 

digital experience. The demand for an improved 

ordering platform was clear. To align with expiring 

licenses and an accelerating enterprise roadmap,  

this was needed within six months.

Another essential feature was enabling sales managers  

to manage their retailers via the Salesforce platform.  

The system acts as a supporting tool for use by 

Bugaboo B2B sales teams rather than a separate channel. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.NL 

  Service
Commerce

Digital experience 
design

  Technology 

Salesforce B2B 
Commerce Cloud

High quality, scalable foundation  
for global B2B

To meet the demanding timeline, we built a lean  

MVP that leveraged out-of-the box features of 

Salesforce B2B Commerce Cloud. Despite the time 

constraints, the platform delivered premium UX, 

consistent with consumer branding, and all the 

features to set Bugaboo on a successful path to a 

shared global B2B platform. 

For example, drop shipping saves retailers inventory 

space and speeds up delivery times as Bugaboo 

can directly deliver orders to customers taken 

by retailers. Bugaboo can also enjoy complete 

enterprise connectivity via Apigee, an API gateway 

management tool, and use an Agile SCRUM way of 

working across extended teams – using a backlog 

and story points to manage scope.

“The new B2B global platform launched on 

time and within budget, with an immediate 

uptick in orders and order value.”
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Scaling to 50 markets and 7 languages

We went from multiple-source of B2B orders to a single-source 

platform, simplifying the system landscape, resulting in a decrease 

of operation costs. Positive organisational feedback about 

the platform from both retailers and the Bugaboo sales team 

encouraged accelerated adoption and improved results. 

86% of Spanish retailers were logged 
in within the first day of the launch

Since we managed to deliver a powerful MVP  

in a short time period in North America,  

the solution has since been rolled out globally  

in all remaining markets. 

markets  languages  months rollout

50 7 6
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Candriam
Conviction and responsibility  
  in asset management

One of Europe’s most respected asset management 

firms, Candriam is part of the AAA-rated New York 

Life Group and ranks among the world’s largest life 

insurance companies. Candriam offers innovative 

investment solutions in several areas: bonds, equities, 

absolute return strategies, asset allocation and, more 

recently, real estate.

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE 

  Service
Applications

Branding & design

Content & motion
design

Digital advertising

Marketing automation

Web building

  Technology
Symfony

  Award

Brand building to keep up with rapid change

Emakina and Candriam have been collaborating for more 

than seven years. Undergoing rapid change, the company 

asked us to help build its brand identity to stand out in a 

highly competitive sector. It also needed strategic support for 

product development and 360° communication.

From the outset, we wanted to combine the expertise of both 

teams by setting up a close collaboration. This allowed us to 

quickly understand the values of conviction and responsibility 

on which Candriam is based and to grasp the complexities 

and subtleties of the investment industry. This inspired us to 

convey accurate and authentic messages, adapted to different 

target markets and their level of investment knowledge.
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A distinct yet flexible brand look

We opted for a flexible visual approach to respond 

quickly and meet short deadlines, while at the same time 

ensuring consistency across all campaigns and media. 

Thanks to a clear yet distinctive graphic style, we are able 

to adapt iconography to each message, whatever the 

time and budget constraints.

If the approach has matured over time, we always find 

the same fundamentals in the campaigns we produce 

for Candriam, whether digital or print: striking visuals, 

punchy headlines and a minimalist approach.

Campaigns based on deep insights

We set up a dedicated team, bringing together all the 

expertise necessary, from insight and strategy to creativity 

and copywriting, design (digital, print, 3D, motion) and 

development. In order to offer a clearly recognisable 

identity, Emakina proposed a refined and coherent graphic 

vision, adaptable to all communication channels.

Before creating campaigns, we first mastered the subject 

matter by collecting as much information, observations, 

survey results and experiments as possible. This allows us 

to build an information base on which to create work that 

responds directly to client needs.  

Making the brand futureproof

Whatever the message, target or media, this graphic mechanism 

avoids any inconsistencies with the rest of the communications, 

while allowing Candriam to clearly differentiate itself from  

the competition. It can adapt to a variety of demands and evolve, 

while keeping a common thread.

Emakina has delivered all the services Candriam required for its 

development and communication, from global strategic support and 

website development to the production of videos and print material, 

creation of content, creative design and campaigns.

Emakina’s user-oriented approach succeeds 
in attracting attention and communicating in 
an effective and relevant manner.
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Courir
Fast-running sneaker 
e-commerce

Leader in the French trainers market, Courir, 

needed a new e-commerce platform to 

offer their customers a shopping experience 

just as cool, efficient and comfortable as a 

good pair of sneakers. Emakina stepped up 

to the challenge to help the brand get closer 

to customers both online and in store, and 

provide a hip and seamless user experience.

Streamlining the shopping experience

When you’re shopping for trainers, you want to easily find 

the pair you want, in the right size, in a store convenient 

to you – or just a few clicks away. Our challenge was to 

redesign all touchpoints – including tools used by sales 

teams in store – so that users experienced the Courir 

brand in a streamlined, coherent way.

As the product catalogue is so vast, it’s impossible for 

stores to keep stock of all possible combinations of design, 

size and colour. The last thing you want is a disappointed 

customer, so Emakina developed a tablet-based tool 

from where a salesperson can order shoes and have them 

delivered quickly to the store or your door.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Commerce 

Digital experience 
design

 Technology
Salesforce B2C 
Commerce Cloud

Customised service that knows what you like

Thanks to the digital tool, a salesperson can easily access each 

person’s profile and preferences, and offer a personalised 

service. Data collected online now enriches the relationship 

between the salesperson and customer. 

For the e-commerce platform, Emakina created something 

that runs as freely as the customers wearing its trainers. It 

is built to adapt and cope with sudden traffic peaks during 

sales and new season arrivals. From AI-enhanced product 

presentation to voice-activated interaction, the platform can 

easily implement advanced user experiences.

The platform also excels at teasing fans with Courir’s limited 

edition ranges. Slowly revealed online, this encourages 

engagement and desire to purchase the trainers the moment 

they hit the shelves. 

Loyal customers deserve a 
personalised service. They love 
being more than a number.

“In-store shipping has been a great success, representing 

more than 60% of all shipments! The mobile point of sales 

(mPOS) also performed very quickly, with almost a third of 

our e-commerce site sales passing through these tablets.”

Julie Karsenti
Chief Marketing & Digital Officer

5x 
increase in online turnover  

in 3 years

30%
of digital sales through mobile 

points of sale

+14%
conversion rate

3 
countries
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Courrèges
Pioneer in haute couture

Founded in 1961, Courrèges is a pioneer in 

haute couture and women’s ready-to-wear 

that has revolutionised the codes of fashion 

since its founding. Through its creations 

and its muses, it has been a reference in its 

market for almost 60 years.

Luxury & youth

Courrèges doesn’t design clothes for existing 

clients, but boldly attracts new ones. Yolanda Zobel,  

then the house’s Artistic Director, wanted to give 

fresh impetus to the brand in an increasingly dense 

luxury industry. Courrèges partnered with Emakina 

to create a digital platform that is out of the ordinary 

and would appeal to a young, independent and 

sophisticated clientele.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Commerce 

Digital experience 
design

 Technology
Magento 2

 Award

A teamwork approach

To realise the vision of its creator, Courrèges needed 

a wide variety of skills. Emakina’s multidisciplinary 

approach – capable of leading projects integrating  

UX design, UI and development – exceeded the 

client’s expectations. In addition, the agile approach 

meant the project could be completed in only four 

months, to meet tight time constraints.
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Total customer freedom

Courrèges wanted a platform to express its vision 

freely, without barriers. Thanks to the new  

Page Builder software version of Magento, which 

we obtained exclusively, the fashion house is free 

to modify the structure of the site to its own taste. 

If Courrèges wants to highlight a new collection, 

it can manage the pages on its own and enjoy full 

editorial autonomy.

“ The future is behind you ” 

Maison Courrèges

A platform to challenge conventions 

This new platform provides a fluid and immersive user experience. 

It is also a place of expression for the brand, allowing it build on 

its iconic brand identity. Displaying Fashion Week catwalk videos 

in full screen on the home page shows that the brand doesn’t 

hesitate when it comes to breaking the rules. 

All this contributes to a pixel-perfect result that shows that 

Maison Courrèges is challenging conventions and renewing itself, 

while remaining at the top of the luxury market – as reflected in 

its rising sales results.
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Dina 
Försäkringar

Identity theft:  
Sweden’s fastest-growing crime

These days, we spend most of our lives online. New 

technology, along with all the information we share 

about ourselves online, has made it easy to steal 

someone’s identity online. Hacked accounts, stolen 

images and fake profiles are now commonplace. 

Dina Försäkringar consists of six independent 

insurance companies with offices across Sweden. 

It prides itself on being an alternative to the giants; 

always being seen as innovative and in tune with  

its customers. They wanted to raise awareness 

about online safety, and at the same time promote 

their new cyber helpline service – included in all 

home insurance plans.

Deepfake technology promotes 
cyber crime awareness

“We decided to use the 
same modus operandi 

as cyber criminals: hijack 
someone’s identity online 
to highlight the problem.”

The first-ever deep faked ad

To drive the ‘talkability’ factor even further, we added 

deepfake technology to the mix. During one week, 

Swedish pop artist and influencer Danny Saucedo 

(349k followers) appeared in a super weird (and obviously  

fake) live shopping advert on Instagram. And people 

couldn’t wrap their heads around it! 

Then we ‘exposed the fraud’ by letting Danny post 

an explainer video on his Instagram, leading to a 

campaign site with online safety advice and helpful tips 

from Dina Försäkringar.

The entire deepfake production (machine learning 

and neural network training, video composting) was 

developed in-house with open-source software.

The first ever deep faked ad in Sweden showed  

just how easy it is to trick people online – but also  

that help is at hand should it happen to you.

  Lead agency
Emakina.SE 

  Service
AI services 

Content &  
motion design

Influencer marketing

User insights

 Technology
Faceswap
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Dufry 
RED app creates unforgettable 
travel experience

Dufry AG is a leading global travel retail giant. You’ll find their duty-free 

and duty-paid shops in airports, cruise lines, seaports, railway stations 

and other tourist locations. The company wanted to make better use of 

digital marketing to boost loyalty and increase sales.

Engaging loyal customers with  
a new platform

Dufry already offered an iOS app for its RED loyalty 

programme, which had outdated UX and operated on 

a single platform only. The loyalty programme also 

lacked market penetration, with only 800,000 users 

after three years of existence. Emakina was invited to 

reinvent this loyalty platform on iOS and Android to 

create a more tempting user experience.

Expanded features to delight travellers

The RED programme already offered many perks to 

members beyond in-store discounts, like free access to 

airport lounges and car rental discounts. 

We suggested adding information that makes the travel 

experience easy and enjoyable, such as real-time flight 

information with notifications, city guides with ‘must-see  

spots’ to help plan trips, an online and offline music 

player with monthly playlists to enjoy during flights, plus 

magazine content like the Harvard Business Review (for 

the US app).

On top of this, we also recommended onboarding targets 

for each store. This would incentivise tellers to promote 

the programme to every customer, with a direct 5% discount  

on their purchase upon registration.

 

RED is more than a loyalty programme  
– it’s a travel buddy in your pocket.

  Lead agency
Emakina.CH

  Service
Applications

Content &  
motion design 

Loyalty &  
engagement 

Digital experience 
design

  Technology
Cordova

Umbraco

Technology for expansive delivery

Our teams suggested a Cordova framework and Umbraco CMS 

architecture to build an iOS, an Android, and a PWA app. This 

would ensure 100% availability on all smartphones. Some technical 

features were also implemented, like geofencing for localised push 

notifications (i.e.: get a free coffee if you visit our Zurich Airport 

shop), as well as a generic codebase.

This generic codebase allowed us to quickly and 

easily build a ‘Hudson Blue’ version of the app for 

the US market, where Dufry operates as the Hudson 

brand. Thanks to this, the one development is 

pushed to six applications (iOS, Android and PWA 

for both Dufry and Hudson), allowing enormous 

economies of scale.

Flying high after strong results

Travellers are clearly enjoying access to the app’s 

interesting and useful features and user-friendly 

interface. The client was beyond impressed with 

a 400% boost in subscribers and an influx of page 

views. We also monitored usage of the app in most 

countries around the globe (178 'countries', as 

defined by Google Analytics). Even in places where 

Dufry is not present, the app was widely enjoyed. 

new members new members  

per day

page views  

per day

countries  

where app is active

3.2M 5K 25K 178
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Elikia na Biso
Spreading hope with a vibrant 
online store

Elikia na Biso ('our hope' in Lingala) is a Swedish non-profit 

organisation set up to help children and young adults with 

special needs in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

A lifeline for disabled young people 

Founded in 2012, Elikia na Biso started with the realisation 

of how difficult it is for children and young people with 

disabilities in Kinshasa. The organisation runs a number 

of projects including a school, vocational training centre, 

apartments acting as safehouses and helping people grow 

their own vegetables. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.SE

  Service
Branding & design 

Commerce 

Digital experience 
design

 Technology
Shopify

Crafting a beautiful future

At Elikia na Biso’s own ateliers, young people are provided with 

job opportunities, social community and an education in crafts. 

They produce beautiful handmade accessories from the DRC’s 

flamboyant traditional fabrics.

Emakina helped the organisation create a striking logo and 

visual identity inspired by the colours and patterns of these 

textiles. It also helped design and develop an online store where 

these products can be purchased. All profits are reinvested in 

development projects.

Elikia na Biso was inspired by a burning 
desire to change the futures of these young 
people and their children. 
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After more than 135 years of trading, Facq has 

established itself as the Belgian standard in 

sanitary and heating equipment. Emakina has 

built a trusting relationship with the family-owned  

company, helping them to find innovative and 

creative ways to sell. 

Facq
An energy-efficient home  
in Augmented Reality 

A fresh way to engage showroom visitors 

For this project, Emakina was briefed to help transform the 

Facq in-store experience. Store visitors look for ways to make 

their homes more energy efficient, while salespeople need an 

interactive, engaging way to show all the options – without 

the tedious level of technical detail that can be involved in 

building or renovation projects. 

AR brings a green home to life

Emakina and the client’s teams opted for an augmented  

reality app based on the brand’s ‘Maison Verte’ (Green House)  

website. The app lets you explore a virtual ‘green home’ 

while learning how to make a home more energy and 

water efficient. AR technology provided the wow factor 

and the experience was carefully designed to display useful 

information quickly and clearly. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE 

  Service
Applications 

Branding & design  

Digital experience 
design 

  Technoloy
Platform.sh

All the economical, environmental and 
technical aspects had to be made crystal clear. 

How does it work? 

The user picks up a tablet and sees a projected ‘green home’  

to explore, complete with different rooms to investigate. 

In addition, three screens on the wall show different levels 

of information to give more in-depth details about the 

sanitary and heating systems. 

The app outlines problems and solutions as the customer 

navigates the house – e.g. heating, ventilation, light and 

rainwater. When different products are selected on the 

first screen, the content adapts to show their impact on 

the house. Any solutions that the customer is interested in 

can then be sent via email for CRM follow up.

Injecting fun into a challenging process 

With the help of Emakina's motion team, this Belgian 

home renovation expert brought tricky, technical 

options to life for its customers. Facq was so thrilled 

with the results that they requested another setup to 

be ready for display at Belgium’s über-popular building, 

renovation and decoration expo, Batibouw. The Emakina 

team immediately took up the challenge and built a twin 

setup in just one month – ready for the expo opening. 

Not only do Facq intend to display the installation at 

every major exhibition, but they are also discussing other 

innovative updates to the experience with Emakina.
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Graff
E-commerce is a diamond’s best friend

High jewellery multinational Graff is one of the world’s most exclusive 

diamond companies. Since its inception in 1960, the brand has grown 

to enter a new era of exclusivity and global luxury expansion. Graff 

challenged Emakina to bring the exceptional beauty and rarity of its 

masterpieces to life on a website worthy of the iconic family brand. 

Magical journeys through the collections

Graff needed an all-encompassing e-commerce platform to expand 

their business. The result had to enchant clients with a delightful online 

shopping experience, equal to the prestige of a boutique visit. While 

offering a fully tailored journey to visitors, the platform also had to 

display all of the brand’s services and full product range – including 

their recent extension into the fragrance industry. 

Personalised browsing for a demanding clientele

Besides giving customers the opportunity to go on a magical journey 

through Graff’s unique collections, it is now possible to search, select, 

and buy engagement and bridal love tokens, timepiece creations, and 

evocative fragrances. On product pages, an extra layer of storytelling 

puts the company’s history and savoir-faire under the spotlight. 

For an even more personalised experience, users can create a customer 

account and log-in via Facebook or Google, request more information 

and book a private appointment. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.AE 

  Service
Commerce

  Technology
Salesforce  
Commerce Cloud 

Salesforce Service 
Cloud 
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Unleashing the full power of Salesforce 
technology

The e-commerce platform was tailor-made with 

Salesforce Commerce Cloud and Service Cloud, for 

flawless customer enquiry management. The new 

platform basks in the full glory of optimised features 

for the perfect buying experience. Pages were created 

following an extreme content-sensitive approach, 

allowing all types of information and media to be equally 

brilliant and blend in perfect harmony. 

“We wanted our e-commerce platform to embrace our  

‘Only Perfection Matters’ attitude. The collaboration with 

Emakina has shown they fully share our passion for perfection.”

Matteo Cassarino 

Chief Digital Officer at Graff

Enhanced navigation and filtering for certain product categories 

coupled with attractive product detail pages complete the e-commerce 

platform’s top performance. 

The team also managed the integration with Graff’s ERP system for 

customer, order, inventory and price book management, created the 

links to all major payment providers, and implemented FedEx carrier and 

AvaTax real-time tax calculation tools, Google Maps, Outlook, WhatsApp, 

and computer telephony integration (CTI).

Strengthening a global leadership  
in high jewellery

Being active in a very competitive market meant it 

was crucial for Graff to grow their online presence 

and secure an additional sales channel. Graff’s new 

website is another way to experience the brand’s 

luxurious collections. 

The new e-commerce platform has allowed them 

to widen their global audience and be present 

anywhere, anytime. New tools have made it possible 

for Graff to collect customer information such as 

interests, preferences and appointment requests for 

personalised communications and marketing. 
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Hartlauer
Digital transformation for modern 
omnichannel commerce

A retailer known for the most innovative and technically 

advanced products needs a slick omnichannel presence to 

match. This meant an extensive digital transformation to 

deliver the ultimate customer service – a task that was safe 

in the hands of the user experience experts.

Time for an innovation catch-up

A forward-thinking approach is crucial to face 

technological changes head on. Before working 

with Emakina, Hartlauer relied on an individually 

developed web shop and software, plus multiple 

applications that made a 360-degree view of 

customers impossible. The web shop didn’t meet 

the latest technical standards or sufficiently increase 

e-commerce sales. Hartlauer was also looking for 

fresh ways to target a younger clientele. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT 

  Service
AI services 

Analytics 

Applications 

Commerce

CRM

Digital experience 
design

Marketing automation

User insights

  Technology
Bynder 

InRiver 

Kentico Kontent

Salesforce

Vast digital transformation project

We set off on a complete digital overhaul to simplify 

cumbersome processes and pave the way for 

modern omnichannel commerce. The entire system 

landscape would be renewed, from online and 

offline commerce to CRM, digital marketing and 

business intelligence.

First we made it our business to gain deep insights 

into Hartlauer through interviews with target 

audiences. Design sprints created prototypes that 

was tested within the target group, followed by tech 

sprints where information flows were visualised, 

system architecture is set, and tools are selected. 

Web store with extensive features 

Emakina used Salesforce Commerce Cloud which 

combines extensive features on a single platform. 

The team prioritised a smooth checkout process with 

multiple payment methods for maximum flexibility 

(PayPal, Klarna and credit card). 

Smart data bundling & seamless content 

The Product Information Management (PIM)-tool 

inRiver was integrated to bundle data such as product 

descriptions, instructions and photos from various 

sources. This makes SEO-optimised product data 

usable for different channels. The result: all products are 

always up to date, from webshop and POS, to the cash 

system and marketing materials. 

The headless CMS Kentico Kontent provides easier 

workflows in content management and the flexibility for 

developers to further adapt the website.
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Next level customer service 

With Salesforce’s Service Cloud, the arduous path of a 

customer message through multiple ticket systems is 

over. Documentation and resolution now work on one 

platform – no matter from which channel the message 

enters the system. 

Hartlauer’s renowned customer service is now also 

noticeable online. Customers feel well looked after at 

all touchpoints, because every marketing and service 

employee can access a full history and respond 

perfectly to their needs.

Online & offline coming together

One of the most important goals was to create a database 

that uniquely identifies customers for a 360-degree 

view. CRM and other tools now seamlessly exchange 

information to prevent duplicates and discrepancies. 

Information can now be accessed online and offline at 

all touchpoints. With Salesforce’s CRM system, Hartlauer 

employees can provide a personal service across all 

channels, whether in a web shop, mailing campaigns, 

social media or in store.

A single platform for digital marketing 

Emakina integrated many essential marketing tools 

such as Journey Builder to manage customer journeys, 

Mailings for personalised content and Advertising Studio 

to optimise Google Search and Display, as well as ads. 

With Marketing Cloud, Hartlauer can manage all social 

media accounts on one platform, while Bynder helps to 

manage assets like photos, logos and brand guidelines.

Facts, figures, and predictions

With the help of Analytics Cloud, Hartlauer can analyse 

developments in customer service, marketing and sales, 

then react immediately. Retention Grid, for example, 

segments customers very effectively, while Einstein’s 

diverse analytics features complete the overall system for 

continuous optimisation.

Omnichannel commerce in record time 

Emakina successfully implemented an omnichannel 

project in which all systems – from product data and 

order management to individual advertisements – are 

interlinked and a complete exchange of information is 

guaranteed. We did all this in a mere eight months. 

“Through an extensive omnichannel commerce project, Hartlauer 

has taken the top customer service we’re known for to new digital 

heights. We have created a solid base to strengthen existing customer 

relationships with opportunities to build new ones.”

Johannes Weinzierl  
Head of Marketing, Advertising & IT, Hartlauer

Consistent, personalised 
communication is at the heart of 
great customer service. 
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Hepsiburada
The online shopping site that has it all

“We first analysed the needs, capacity and potential of Hepsiburada  

before creating a roadmap for how the business could grow and the 

technology needed to do this.”

Turkey, a country with over 80 million people, 

expects to see e-commerce levels rise significantly 

in the years ahead. Hepsiburada, the region’s largest 

e-commerce store offering electronics, apparel, 

home decor and more, was in need of a platform 

upgrade. Almost two decades since its launch, the 

back end was a hodgepodge of different systems and 

suppliers offering competing products.

Emakina was asked to link up different supplier 

catalogues and merge them into one unified platform. 

This platform is used by several internal applications 

that don’t run with the same software. Hepsiburada’s 

legacy system wasn’t scaling enough to meet the 

potential demand, selection and availability and lacked 

tools for catalogue management teams.

  Lead agency
Emakina.TR 

  Service
Applications

Commerce

  Technology
Java 

SAP Hybris 

A colourful bazaar under one brand

Emakina employed SAP Hybris Product Catalog Management solution, 

creating a single product catalogue to bring suppliers and sellers 

together in a coherent system. Creating a product information system 

to centralise and harmonise marketing and technical information, we 

forged the biggest Hybris PCM project catalogue management system 

in the region.
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Carpet-beating results

Hepsiburada’s new web shop allows clients 

to quickly search and match their needs 

to products, avoiding the productivity 

loss that was previously caused by data 

contamination and faults in manual product 

entry. The smart, clean site uses dynamic 

image resizing in order to look perfect 

whether it’s viewed on desktop or mobile, 

and is fast to load and quick to respond.

The old version allowed only a few 

thousand of products to be added. 

Within six months, due to the employed 

product catalogue management solution 

implemented by Emakina, this increased 

to more than 15 million products and 

thousands of categories. Hybris and Java 

technologies offer quickly visible updates.

Catalogue teams can monitor the business 

faster and more accurately thanks to new 

business tools. Meanwhile, a large number 

of small applications are now integrated in 

the overall technology.

One stop shop: the stats 

Since working with Emakina, Hepsiburada has managed 

to vastly increase its number of daily orders – to more 

than 100,000 on peak days.

A relationship that started in 2016 has evolved into  

a solid partnership built on trust. This ongoing project is 

now in its second web version, and going from strength 

to strength.

daily orders  

on peak days

products small applications 

integrated

100K 25M 100+
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Honda 
Making Honda automobiles 
top of mind again

The famous Japanese automaker has built worldwide success on its 

diversification. Initially known for motorcycles, scooters and cars, it’s also making 

its mark with ever-more advanced technologies, from private jets to Formula 1. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE 

  Service
Branding & design

Content &  
motion design

CRM

Social media  
marketing

  Technology
Adobe 

Google Ads

Selligent

Although the brand still enjoys a solid reputation in 

Benelux, its spontaneous awareness and purchase 

intention in its automotive division was close to 0 (1%).

As Honda was not in a position to match the main  

players in terms of marketing and advertising 

investment, they centralised their 360° communications 

with Emakina. Since 2018, we’ve worked together  

wto bring the brand back where it belongs: top-of-

mind in its target group, with greater consideration 

and higher conversion. 1992

1972 1979

1988

2006 20122001

1984

1996

. 
. 

We chose to present the Civic  
as a legendary, high-performance,  
reliable model that has proven itself over 
time – an integral part of Honda’s DNA.
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An agile campaign to highlight  
the pride of Honda 

Civic is Honda’s flagship model manufactured in the 

UK. With Brexit looming and all vehicles needing to be 

registered before 1 April 2019, we had to find a way 

to drive web traffic and stimulate sales before that 

deadline – and fast! To allow Honda to take advantage 

of well-priced media space, we developed a highly 

visual poster campaign.

Launched in the 1970s, Honda sells  
2000 Civics per day worldwide.  
Ten generations after its creation, it is  
still as successful as ever. 

Emakina was up against a few challenges. Firstly, with just 

one week from concept to production, there was no time 

for photo shoots. Secondly, the model we were selling 

wasn’t new. We decided to highlight the latest model, 

while paying tribute to those that preceded it. 

Using talented illustrators and a slogan that sounds like 

a TV series, we came up with ‘Test Drive Season 10’. 

The campaign emphasised the longevity of the Civic 

(highlighting the 10th generation), while recalling the 

previous ‘episodes’ of the model that made it famous.

Rapid success for awareness building and  
purchase intent

Thanks to the dedicated team set up for Honda, Emakina mobilised  

all its experts (strategists, creative people, designers, illustrators, motion 

designers, etc.) to work to offer a quick response. We welcomed  

the Honda team into our offices to be able to work nimbly, quickly  

and efficiently. We completed the campaign in just one week, from 

concept to production. 

Since the start of our collaboration, Honda’s spontaneous awareness  

in the ‘mainstream’ automotive sector jumped dramatically to 20%  

in Belgium and 12% in the Netherlands. Purchase intention increased  

by 12% in both markets.

of respondents have 

seen the billboard 

campaign

of respondents  

found the campaign  

'enjoyable to watch'

of respondents  

have seen the banner 

campaign

found it easily 

understandable

of those who saw the campaign 

subsequently expressed an 

intention to buy it

19%

45%

14%

57%

24%
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IGRETEC
A former coal town that rose 
from the dust

In the 19th century, Charleroi Métropole’s reputation 

for thriving industry and coal mining attracted workers 

from across the world. But two centuries later the 

factories had closed and readers of a Dutch newspaper 

voted it the world’s ugliest city.

The name sparked a fierce sense of local pride and 

regeneration efforts. Charleroi Métropole was ready to 

show the world it had risen like a phoenix, showing off 

its modern, multi-cultural colours.

Brushing off the dust

Charleroi Métropole, a conglomeration of 29 boroughs 

and 600,000 inhabitants, turned to Emakina to strengthen  

its identity and attract new residents. Emakina was  

asked to create a series of videos highlighting the 

economic, ecological and heritage aspects that give  

the region its character.

To ensure the promotional videos would resonate,  

we sent a team to research the municipalities’ target 

audiences. We knew that people considering moving to 

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE 

  Service
 Content &  
motion design

Digital advertising

A rainbow of regional life celebrated 
in video 

The resulting videos captured the region through 

fresh eyes and helped share the charm of the 

communities and inhabitants. Each video treated 

viewers to scenes of Charleroi’s local wealth,  

its appealing quality of life and all of its characters  

– sparking up the embers of the former coal region. 

The campaign revived the pride of inhabitants, 

while giving outsiders reasons to re-think their 

preconceptions. Shining light with our cameras on 

Charleroi’s vivacity helped to expose the glimmering 

gems beneath the dust of its old reputation.

the area would be interested in nurseries and schools, local 

culture, the liveliness of a neighbourhood and the rural 

environment. Emakina aimed to immerse viewers in an 

authentic panorama of these experiences and lifestyles.

The Emakina team made 100 hours of recordings and 

500 pages of interview reports. In total, the team covered 

5000 km on its mission to tempt viewers with the most 

insightful local images and stories. 
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INTERSPORT Group
Realising ambitions in sports goods 

INTERSPORT Group is one of the world’s largest sports 

retailers. It’s a ‘house of brands’ for people of all ages 

who want to stay active, with more than 5,500 stores 

in over 40 countries. The sporting goods giant knows 

all about ambition, whether it’s the dreams of kids and 

athletes, or the way it serves its customers. 

Emakina was briefed to create a platform that replicates 

the same expert knowledge people find in-store. 

The client also wanted to increase revenue through 

e-commerce. Once we solved this, we had to look 

at local customisations, a rich content strategy and 

future growth. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.NL

  Service
Commerce

  Technology
Mulesoft

Salesforce B2C 
Commerce Cloud 

Meeting the needs of complex target markets 

While each online store requires standard functionalities – such as stock 

availability, pricing and order processing – the technical build was more 

complex. Every country is different, from the languages users speak to 

the brands they prefer and the touchpoints they choose. 

To meet their needs, we created country-specific digital stores and 

evolved the platform in other ways: from new checkout systems to the 

expansion of the integration layer. The client wanted a new look  

that stays consistent in the various franchise countries, while integrating 

multiple brands that are part of the INTERSPORT Group, such as  

The Athlete’s Foot. 
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Deeper customer engagement, seamless experience

We combined multiple best-of-breed enterprise solutions, such as 

Salesforce Commerce Cloud and an integration layer in Mulesoft. Emakina 

helped with the design and integrated Salesforce Commerce Cloud and  

the service layer. 

All sorts of useful and customer-friendly features have become part of the 

platform, such as click & collect, in-store kiosks with payment features, 

product recommendations, stock checks and reservations. 

“With Salesforce, we can bring sport to more people.  

Customers can shop where and when they want and access great advice  

to help them achieve their sporting ambitions.”

INTERSPORT Group

Thanks to an intensive collaboration with the 

client, the new version went live in two pilot 

countries within half a year in 2017. 

INTERSPORT Group now has nine websites in 

eight countries, connecting over 300 stores.

websites countries revenue increase

9 8 10%
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jö 
Digitalising the biggest loyalty 
programme in Austria

As a member of jö Bonus Club, customers collect rewards with every 

purchase in more than 3,000 shops in Austria. Emakina started working with 

jö, which is part of REWE Group, in July 2018. Together, we successfully 

launched the loyalty programme that keeps shoppers coming back for more.

Just 1 loyalty card instead of 14

The client recognised that customers prefer having a single 

loyalty card that they can use in multiple shops. To meet 

this demand, jö chose to create a programme that allows 

shoppers to collect and redeem loyalty points with 14 partners 

— and more to join in the future.

With the jö card, 3.9 million members are already happily 

collecting rewards (called ‘Ös’) in over 3,000 shops. It is up to 

the customer to decide where, how and when they redeem 

the rewards.

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT 

  Service
Applications

Digital experience 
design

Web building

  Technology
Android & iOS 

Kentico Cloud 

Kontent.AI

.NET
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The challenge of digital development

Emakina was assigned to support the concept 

and development of jö’s mobile apps for iOS and 

Android, as well as the web application. The team 

also developed parts of the back end solutions for the 

bonus world and partner management.

To allow people to support their favourite charities, 

we helped to implement a donation system, where 

rewards can go to carefully-selected nonprofit 

organisations. Users choose between partners like 

the Red Cross or Caritas, and private projects that can 

apply to be assessed and selected.

“Jö Bonus Club joins forces with 16 partner  

companies and 3.9 million members in the meantime  

– an unprecedented project in Austria.  

That makes us even more proud of our contribution. Emakina 

delivered on time and played an important role in the 

digitalisation of Austria’s biggest loyalty programme.”

Philipp Waupotitsch
Business Group Lead – Web Solutions

Emakina.AT

Successful integration and huge success

Our collaboration had many highlights, from successfully integrating  

all partners and the charity programme to creating a new platform in 

time for a big promotional campaign.

registrations within 

3 months

of those being on  

digital channels

loyalty card  

instead of 14

3M 1.5M 1
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kabelplus
Website relaunch for user-friendly 
telecommunications

kabelplus GmbH, part of EVN AG, is an established leading 

telecommunications provider in Lower Austria and Burgenland.  

Around 130,000 customers rely on the company’s Internet, 

TV and mobile services to keep their busy lives and businesses 

running. kabelplus chose Emakina as its partner to update and  

relaunch a website that brings customers the best online service.

Rethinking an outdated website

The kabelplus website was several years old and no 

longer state-of-the-art. To give users the modern, 

fast and easy-to-navigate experience they expect, 

kabelplus needed to upgrade the website.

Emakina has a history of successful collaborations 

with kabelplus and was chosen to design and develop 

a new website which is as appealing and helpful to 

visitors as possible.

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT

  Service
Digital experience 
design

Web building

  Technology
Kentico

React

“Smooth customer service processes are essential,  

especially for infrastructure providers. We have developed features  

that optimise the user experience and make the website up-to-date  

with the latest technology”

Rainer Friedl
Managing Director, Emakina.AT
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Fresh features for ease of use

During development, the team took every opportunity 

to consider the user’s perspective. They realised 

customers want a seamless and easy-to-navigate 

order process. The new site delivers a fully redesigned 

ordering platform with its own progressive web app, so 

that customer service is optimised.

New user-friendly features were added to give a 

helping hand. Customers can now easily test online 

whether kabelplus provides a strong signal at a 

certain location. 

From the graphic design to 
the development of interfaces, 
Emakina aimed to delight 
everyone who lands on the site.

In addition, it’s now possible to flexibly combine 

various components of the kabelplus packages and 

choose individual, customised solutions.

Users are ensured a safe, smooth experience on any 

device, since the complete web presence is connected 

to all necessary interfaces and compliant with strict 

security standards.

Smooth customer service delivered

The new website was launched in November 2019, 

welcoming online visitors with a bright and friendly 

design and providing any information they are looking 

for quickly and clearly.

An availability-check helps customers to 
select the best package for every need.

“Our customers can now also use the new kabelplus website  

on many devices and complete the order process conveniently from home.  

It's important to us that personal contact is not lost. Our employees are,  

of course, still there for our customers. This is how we combine the best 

possible customer service with the flexibility we need”

Gerhard Haidvogel 
Managing Director, kabelplus
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Kastner & Öhler
Highly personalised customer journeys

The accountant Carl Kastner and the salesman 

Hermann Öhler founded the first Kastner & Öhler 

shop in 1873. In 1883, the prestigious flagship store 

in Graz, Styria was built. Today, the Austrian company 

operates 23 department stores, selling everything 

from perfume to kitchenware. 

A family-run business gets a 
modern update

When it came to its digitalisation, Kastner & Öhler 

had stretched its legacy systems to their limits. 

The company seized this opportunity to update 

not only its tech, but also its online customer 

engagement strategy. Kastner & Öhler partnered 

with Emakina to transform its loyalty programme 

and to integrate a full 360-degree view of 

customers. Above all, the company wanted 

to treat online customers to the sophisticated 

atmosphere and premium service found in its 

physical stores.

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT 

  Service
Analytics

CRM 

Data science

Marketing automation

  Technology
Salesforce Sales  
& Marketing Cloud

Giving customers the personal touch

Emakina flawlessly implemented Salesforce’s Sales and 

Marketing Cloud to give Kastner & Öhler a 360-degree view 

of users. Based on data-driven insights, the company can now 

tailor the online shopping experience to each buyer’s specific 

wants and needs. Every registration on the website or in the 

online shop automatically creates a customer profile and a 

customised loyalty card.

Loyalty card holders enjoy tailormade offers and vouchers 

based on their purchase history. With this deep understanding, 

Kastner & Öhler can anticipate customer needs and give 

buyers a personalised digital journey.

The implementation of Salesforce’s Service, Analytics and 

Marketing Cloud, is helping Kastner & Öhler to bring online 

customers the personal service and high-quality experience 

they expect.
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KitchenAid
100 years of making memories

For over a century, KitchenAid has supported makers in their culinary adventures. 

Its appliances embody the perfect balance between performance, craftsmanship 

and iconic design. When approaching its 100th anniversary, KitchenAid called on 

Emakina to leverage the celebration as a way to get closer to customers.

Capturing imaginations with  
a centenary  

KitchenAid wanted to seize the opportunity 

presented by its centenary to raise awareness. 

Emakina had three months to conceptualise and 

plan the launch of the campaign to capture the 

imaginations of users during the momentous year. 

Following that intense initial period, further waves 

of communication continued across the year to 

build on the story. 

A campaign to feed the emotions

We developed a campaign in phases: awareness 

(inspiring storytelling), engagement (contest)  

and conversion (25% off the 100-year range to sell 

stock and generate traffic).

With a user-centric approach, we first drew out 

insights into the needs and motivations of the 

target audience. Based on this, we developed the 

creative concept of ‘Keep making memories’ to 

celebrate the cherished memories that are made in 

the family kitchen. 

‘Keep making memories’ was a particularly strong 

slogan because it worked both for the ‘looking back’  

aspect of the first phase, and the ‘looking forward’ 

aspect of the later phase which invited users to 

create new memories with the ‘Queen of Hearts’ 

anniversary product range. 

   Lead agency
Emakina.BE

Service
Analytics

Branding & design

Content & motion 
design

Digital advertising

Digital experience 
design

User insights
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The campaign was emotive throughout, with imagery 

of families enjoying making and sharing food together. 

To support this, the copy was warm and personal, 

relating to the senses and the way that the smell, taste 

and look of certain dishes can evoke feelings and 

memories that stay with us through life.

Emakina teams produced the assets across the website 

landing pages, product pages, videos, banner ads 

and social content. We managed the media strategy 

for every channel across six markets (UK, FR, DE, IT, 

SE, BE) and our creative concept inspired the client’s 

exclusive anniversary event. 

Awareness through to conversion 

By appealing to users on an emotional level and inviting them 

to share their stories on social media, we were able to deepen 

connections with the brand and generate new interest. 

+928%
brand awareness

+477M
ad impressions 

+930K
engaged sessions 

+58%
transactions 

/ previous year

+€2.9M
in revenues  

/ previous year
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KitoZyme 
YAW – an ecosystem to help 
people feel wonderful

KitoZyme is a leader in chitosan & chitin glucan from fungal 

origin, helping clients in many industries to find greener 

alternatives to chemicals, plastic or animal-derived 

ingredients. The company wanted to move into the B2C 

market with prebiotic wellbeing supplements for sleep, 

slimming, stress and other issues, and called on Emakina 

to launch the brand. 

Tapping into consumer needs

YAW (You Are Wonderful) became the name for  

the new brand, to express to its audience the wonders of 

nature. To move successfully into the consumer-facing 

market, we needed to define end-users and map their 

needs and wants. So, the project started with market 

research and strategy before moving on to campaigns 

and the development of a webshop.

Insights for a positive brand image 

We combined desk research with detailed benchmarking 

to understand the competition, before studying target 

users of weight management and digestive health 

products. Only then could we define the identity, 

branding and content strategy with a strong appeal. 

The concept Emakina developed for the body-boosting 

products was positivity and empowerment: helping 

real people enhance their sense of wellbeing. We created  

a strong brand image, instantly recognisable, with a 

custom typeface which was hand-drawn.

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE 

  Service
Branding & design

Commerce

Content &  
motion design

Influencer marketing

Social media marketing

Digital experience 
design

  Technology
Magento
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Beautiful physical and digital assets 

In the creation of the packaging, Emakina managed  

all the steps, with a focus on quality and innovation: 

from paper engineering to coordination with suppliers 

to product assembly.

For the site and e-commerce platform of this  

online-only brand, Emakina used Magento technology 

and built a fresh, intuitive site with an airy design.  

The brand is promoted through #WonderfulStories: 

real people talking about their experiences, grounded 

with humour. From newsletters to confirmation emails, 

the copy tone reflects the positive spirit.

Influencers, social media and TV 

Emakina developed YAW’s social strategy, articulating  

the brand’s message with humour and a focus on people’s 

wellbeing and positive view of themselves. The team 

carried out photoshoots to gain original imagery and 

created the designs for social posts. 

Emakina's motion team produced YouTube videos and a 

collaboration was put in place with influencers to spread 

the word about YAW’s products and popularise the science 

behind them. This was done through Emakina/Influx,  

our specialist influence strategy agency. 

We also created a TV commercial, from concept to  

post-production and sound design, that aired on a  

French national television station – all achieved within  

a reasonable budget.

likes on  

Instagram posts

e-commerce  

sessions

views of  

YAW videos

127K80K3,5K

Likes and sales are looking good 

By June 2018, YAW had successfully connected 

with users. Facebook saw 6,686 page likes, 

reaching 100,000 people per month and engaging 

around 10,000 people per month. 
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Founded in 1977, La Grande Récré is a true toy expert. 

In 40 years, it has expanded to 140 toy stores in France 

and abroad, offering a wide choice of quality toys much 

loved by children and parents.

La Grande Récré
The family toy expert 

Buying a toy is no child’s play

Parents want quick and easy access to toys that will 

make their children happy, encourage them to explore, 

grow and develop, as well as keeping them entertained 

for as long as possible. With an overwhelming supply 

of options, this is no mean feat.

Along with these priorities, there are growing concerns 

about the quality and safety of toys on the market. La 

Grande Récré wanted to highlight its long-established 

expertise in toys and ability to help stores to meet 

multiple user demands. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR

  Service
Analytics

Branding & design 

Commerce

Digital experience 
design

 Technology
Proximis

A thoughtful online platform

The website perfectly showcases toy features and shares 

honest buyer reviews. New categories allow users to 

search for games by brand, age, hero or type of playtime in 

order to get the benefit of La Grande Récré’s insights and 

recommendations. 

The new website clearly shows product availability in all 

nearby stores once location is selected. This is a crucial 

element in user satisfaction, as shoppers are accustomed 

to the helpful service and local availability of products that 

have built La Grande Récré’s reputation.

A unified experience brings together 
online and offline worlds.

Creating a seamless experience

With 130 physical shops in France, La Grande Récré 

needed an online store that would do justice to the 

friendly and high quality service delivered in stores. 

Emakina brought designers, technicians, customers 

and store managers together around the table to  

co-create the most complete solution possible.
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Majid Al Futtaim Fashion

LEGO® UAE
Innovating commerce, 
brick by brick

Taking the iconic LEGO® experience 
online

Majid Al Futtaim Fashion selected Emakina for 

its challenging SAP Commerce Cloud project, 

because of our vast experience in digital commerce  

and user experiences. We were briefed to create  

a user-centric, state-of-the-art online store which 

could showcase standard products as well as 

exclusive product lines. 

Majid Al Futtaim Fashion is a leading shopping mall, retail and leisure 

pioneer across the Middle East, Africa and Asia. It represents global brands 

such as LEGO®, Maison Du Monde, Lululemon, and Crate and Barrel.  

The first LEGO® Certified Store opened in Abu Dhabi in 2014, followed by 

three more stores in Dubai, and two in Kuwait. This expansion sparked the 

company’s ambitions to engage customers online.
Breakthrough commerce innovation

Emakina delivered the UAE LEGO® Certified online 

store in as part of a new brand management platform 

in record time. Working in an agile and flexible way, 

the team united all key commerce functionalities plus 

extra tailor-made features for loyalty customers in  

only five months. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.AE 

  Service
Commerce 

  Technology
SAP Commerce Cloud

SAP Spartacus  
Storefront

The colourful and efficient website is based on a 

headless ‘Reference Architecture’ approach:  

the front and back end are operated independently, 

and clear integration guidelines keep the team on 

track at all times.

First worldwide headless SAP Commerce 
Cloud platform with Spartacus sets a 
performance benchmark.
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Building a competitive 
commerce edge for  
Majid Al Futtaim Fashion

Majid Al Futtaim Fashion has gained a clear 

competitive edge with this innovative SAP 

Commerce Cloud solution. The reusable 

components make webstore management 

easier, monitored and scalable for new 

brand and market rollouts. As a result, the 

retail leader will soon be able to launch three 

more state-of-the-art brand shops with 

Emakina’s support. As a bonus, a single team 

can now manage all content in a consistent, 

seamless environment that is remarkably 

easy to operate.

It is exciting for Emakina to be on 
top of the new digital wave, in one 
of the leading global retail markets.

Murat Yoldas Ertugrul  
VP Emakina Turkey & GCC

A technology first

This is the first global SAP Commerce Cloud solution unleashing  

the power of the Spartacus application. Emakina used this lean,  

Angular-based extensible JavaScript storefront with a Spartacus 

framework and a structure that make it possible to deliver a 

progressive web app or PWA. This new application model allows 

progressive content downloading, APIs and browser plugins, while 

bringing benefits of native mobile apps to the mobile browser.

The high-performance platform will soon host more brands in  

more markets, thanks to innovative ‘plug and play’ implementation 

that only requires front end work.

“Providing an exceptional customer experience through 

inventive methods is among our highest priorities, whether 

in our stores or on our digital platforms. We needed  

a partner to meet this need with a launch as significant 

as our first LEGO® certified store, and Emakina had all the 

credentials to do so. The platform provides customers  

with an effortless and intuitive online shopping experience 

as they explore LEGO®’s latest products, yet also provides us 

with much-needed flexibility to continue growing our  

digital presence.”

Fahed Al Ghanim  
Acting CEO of Majid Al Futtaim Fashion
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Maserati
Roaring 360° comms for 
the trident brand

Fine-tuning communications for 
discerning drivers 

When designated as lead BeNeLux agency in 2016, 

we were determined to build a robust 360° strategy 

to give users a consistent experience of the luxury 

brand. To be effective and deliver swift results, it had  

to be based on the firm foundation of user insights. 

The strategy involved campaigns adapted to 

different touchpoints and audiences, revitalising 

communications that had previously relied on 

mass media. To quickly understand the Maserati 

brand, Emakina first carried out an audit of online 

activity on social media, blogs, wiki etc. to identify 

Maserati’s current perception among users. 

The brand created by the Maserati brothers in 1914 is 

synonymous with Italian elegance, beautiful bodywork 

and powerful engines. For the launch of its new SUV 

model, the Levante, Maserati chose Emakina to use the 

power of digital to get closer to customers. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.BE

  Service

Analytics

Content &  
motion design  

Digital advertising  

Digital experience 
design

Social media  
marketing

User insights

  Technology
Selligent

Google Ads 
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High-end experience built on deep insights

Next, we did in-depth research of current and potential Maserati 

owners as well as dealers to get a deeper understanding of how we can 

help solve their issues.

Better understanding the needs, 

expectations, levers and barriers 

of car owners and non-owners.

Audit of online activity on social 

media, blogs, wiki, etc. to identify 

Maserati’s current perception 

among users.

Deeper understanding of  

the issues faced by the people in 

closest contact with customers.

Social  
listening

Research Interviews  
with dealers

Putting Maserati back in pole position

Thanks to creative campaigns made highly relevant 

to users, Emakina has put Maserati in pole position 

among trending brands. Through the optimisation of 

the Maserati search engine strategy, we significantly 

elevated lead generation, while lowering the cost  

per lead. 

 

Maserati is one of the clients tapping into  

Emakina’s full breadth and depth of skills; almost all 

the agency’s teams have put their expertise at  

the service of this famous brand. From direct 

marketing to search engine optimisation, from 

social media to motion, print, media booking, lead 

management and data analysis, our teams are right 

behind the client. 

registrations generated  

by Motor Show campaign 

on Facebook

 followers with maintained 

engagement on Facebook

 increase of paid-for leads  

with CPC lowered  

by 300% on Facebook

impressions website visits leads

1,000+ +16% 200%

+16M 90K 3.7K

“Emakina really helped us make a big step forward in our 

digital transformation, boosting our marketing efficiency 

and social media presence. And we could see the positive 

effect it had on our sales as well.”

Bram Vanhengel 
Sales, Marketing & PR Manager Belux 

Maserati West Europe
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Nike
Digital training guide for 
retail excellence

The iconic brand inspires athletes around the world 

with innovative products, experiences and services. 

Considering Paris as a key city for strategic and 

commercial development, Nike regularly organises 

visits to showcase world-leading retail excellence to 

top management and strategic partners. Together, 

they visit stores to discover customer behaviour, best 

practices and the latest innovation. 

To support these showroom tours, Nike created the 

Paris Retail Tour Guide in the form of a long, complex 

200-page PDF. It wasn’t easy to find information or 

make updates, and was light years away from the 

image of a cutting-edge brand like Nike.

Out with a 200-page PDF, in with an 
intuitive app

Our mission was to create an interactive solution to 

provide a better experience for visitors, to promote 

and accelerate the evolution of the brand’s retail 

branches. Emakina proposed an intuitive app, which 

will give delegates a seamless and inspiring experience, 

and provide organisers with an effective tool for 

designing, sharing and updating programmes. 

Fast results with an agile approach

With our first MVP deadline in just three months, 

Emakina closely collaborated with Nike using the Scrum 

methodology. A dedicated client partner guaranteed 

fast exchanges and efficient decision-making.

First off, we identified the needs and expectations of 

users, as well as the different content to be deployed 

in the app. Defining a new digital experience based on 

these discoveries, our design team created new screens 

and tested a mock-up experience with prospective 

visitors and organisors. Information architecture was 

optimised to promote efficient search and access to 

various content. An agile methodology ensured that a 

fluid, seamless and highly innovative user experience 

came to life.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Applications  

Digital experience 
design 

  Technology
Vue.js 

Symfony 

Communication, transparency  
and prioritisation were key factors 
in the success of the project. 
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Working as one –  
with impressive results

Nothing would have been possible without the trust  

Nike placed in Emakina on an unfamiliar agile approach 

and an innovative methodology that breaks the usual 

codes of the relationship between a client and its agency. 

We worked together as one team, pulling off a MVP 

product in less than three months. While the app 

was originally for Paris, Nike decided to transfer app 

ownership to the global team for rollout in other 

interested countries. To date, three versions of the 

app have been delivered and after Paris, it has been 

duplicated for the city of Tokyo.

screens  
produced

months  
MVP ready

stores listed  
in the application

inspirational  
places to visit

165

3

230

versions  
of the app  

to date

3 100+
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Norrmejerier
Locally produced dairy that 
does good

Norrmejerier is the northernmost dairy co-operative in 

Sweden and is owned by around 500 local farmers.  

Its vision is to do good for Norrland – a vibrant Norrland 

that we can be proud of.

Our quest: the world’s  
best milk and food pairings.

Rediscovering the joy of milk 

Milk – a tasty and wholesome beverage to go 

with food. Or is it? Today, many know-it-alls 

would claim the opposite, and unfortunately 

people are listening. Changing eating habits, new 

diets and a growing range of milk substitutes have  

reduced the Swedes’ milk consumption by 50%. 

To prove that the milk’s best-before date hasn’t 

expired, Emakina and Norrmejerier teamed up 

with Swedish celebrity chef Linnea Liljedahl, and 

created a pop-up restaurant with a gourmet 

tasting menu that pairs perfectly with milk from 

northern cows.

We invited people to follow the making of  

the restaurant through TV and print ads, and 

on social media to raise awareness and create 

anticipation. The bookings were released on a 

campaign site where anyone could book a table.

Milk goes haute cuisine 

Seven exquisite dishes, four fully booked nights 

and wide media coverage. But most importantly,  

we proved that locally produced milk deserves  

its place on the dining table.

  Lead agency
Emakina.SE 

  Service
Content &  
motion design

Social media marketing
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Olympique 
de Marseille
Legendary football club
digitally delights fans

Founded in 1899, Olympique de Marseille (OM) is an 

emblematic French football club, with ten national 

Championship titles, ten French Cups, three League 

Cups and one C1 European title. The arrival of a 

new shareholder and management team sparked its 

ambitions further and inspired the club to rethink its 

digital strategy.

Understanding the fan mindset

First, Emakina sought to understand the 

perspectives and motivations of the fans of all 

demographics. While they may have a passion 

and interest in football, their attention is also 

caught by other sources of entertainment such 

as social media, gaming and TV. 

We decided to take the club beyond the realm 

of sport into the world of entertainment, 

building an engaging experience through 

gamification and establishing it as an online  

brand able to seize digital business opportunities.

OM wanted to attract fans and deepen connections 

with loyal fans through a wider and more personalised 

array of entertainment experiences delivered by digital 

technology. The aim was to return to the top 15 in 

Europe and to become a leader in the field of digital 

fan experience, generating new sources of revenue and 

optimising existing ones.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Applications

Digital experience 
design

Web building

  Technology
Drupal

ReachFive 

 Award

The innovative website was designed around the fan 

profiles and backgrounds. An OM Prime programme 

was created to given fans a more personal relationship 

with the team through access to early ticket sales, 

exclusive behind-the-scenes videos and other benefits. 

The site also highlights the services offered by the club 

(Living OM, OM Hospitality, OM Tour, OM Events, etc.) 

for both individuals and companies. To further engage 

fans, a user-friendly mobile app was designed to act as 

a complement to the website. 

The club no longer only sells tickets. It provides an entire  
experience before, after and around the match. 
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A lifestyle experience extending 
beyond matches 

Emakina implemented Platform.sh for a 

continuous-deployment, high-availability cloud 

hosting solution. We turned to Drupal 8 for easy 

content authoring, reliable performance and 

excellent security and iOS App and Android App 

for key operating systems. 

For connectors and APIs, we used Batch 

for automated push notification and in-app 

messaging, Opta for live match visualisation, 

DT Consulting, Reach 5 (Apple signing and 

connection to RS) and Weetix for ticketing.

24/7 fan experience 

The new app and website offer fans a more personal club 

experience. It brings fans closer to the game and the team, with 

round-the-clock gaming and entertainment, content, surveys and 

even live match predictions. 

The fan experience is no longer limited to stadiums, but happens 

continuously regardless of location. OM now manages omnichannel 

journeys (stadium, shop, club partners) and therefore has a better 

understanding of how to respond to the needs of its users. 
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Pierre Hardy 
A high-end collaboration  
with pixel-perfect results

The eponymous Maison was founded in 1999 

by Pierre Hardy in a move to fully spread his 

creative wings. At the time, he was the creative 

director for Hermès. With great talent comes 

great expectations: his new digital identity had 

to match the creator’s vision and reputation.

Storytelling and business

The Maison’s rich narrative content couldn’t be 

dissociated from its high-end catalogue,  

so it was only natural to weave the two together. 

The emotion of the storytelling complemented 

the business efficiency of the online platform, 

which acted as both a showcase and boutique.

Mobile-first co-design

Pierre Hardy and Emakina collaborated closely in a 

highly effective co-design approach. With a mobile-first 

mindset, we created a single touchpoint that perfectly 

balanced brand content and e-commerce. The design 

had to deliver a high-performance ecosystem to express 

the brand identity, using content to highlight products.

A client within the agency’s team

Client, management, creatives and technicians 

all sat around the same table to develop the 

Maison’s digital concept. This approach enabled 

us to reveal undisclosed issues and ensured rapid 

approval of ideas. It also allowed us to quickly 

establish Pierre Hardy’s new digital identity, with 

the creator overseeing production during the 

whole project. 

We aligned our teams to meet the high 

expectations of the creator and the Maison,  

and to ensure transparent delivery on deadline 

and within budget.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
Branding & design

Commerce

Digital experience 
design 

Technology
Magento 2
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Agile, Scrum and transparency

Once the strategy and concept had been approved, we used  

a three-pillar methodology.

Client training  

in Agile and Scrum.

Consecutive, two-week  

development sprints.

Constant interaction 

with the client.

Sprints Training Communication

Pierre Hardy and his team could then follow  

the project closely and in real time, manage their 

budget in a transparent manner, and set up  

an efficient and gradual web mastering handover.

“Emakina’s methodology and the quality of  

the collaboration between our teams allowed them  

to perfectly assess our stakes, to co-design  

the appropriate solutions, and to deliver the project with 

full transparency, within schedule and budget. It truly was 

a splendid professional and human experience.”

Marcela Brasileiro 
E-commerce Manager

Maison Pierre Hardy

A splendid professional and human experience

Atomic design for a pixel-perfect platform

Following the principles of atomic design, we were able 

to deliver a website respecting the client’s creative choice 

down to the pixel. 
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POC Sports
Improving customer support 
and targetting

Optimising deliveries with digitisation

The legacy order management system at POC had 

been used for ten years and it was time to upgrade. 

Emakina recognised that a new marketing automation 

process would bring customers a higher level of 

support, more attractive interfaces and data-driven, 

customised special offers. 

The first step was to transition case management 

from the outdated MS Outlook system to Salesforce’s 

Service Cloud. We implemented ‘Email-to-Case’ and 

‘Web-to-Case’ functionalities to ensure customers 

receive premium support. The data can also be used 

to configure the Marketing Cloud.

Salesforce’s Marketing Cloud replaced the existing mailing 

tool and enables accurate targeting and personalised 

content. Whether customers are passionate about 

mountain biking or skiing, they now enjoy updates that 

are customised to their individual preferences.

POC Sports (POC) is a Swedish company with a 

mission: 'to save lives and reduce the impact of 

accidents on athletes and all those along the way'.

Founded in 2005, POC initially produced ski helmets 

and later expanded to include mountain biking and 

cycling helmets. After distributing via dealers, POC 

started to sell directly to consumers online. They 

called on Emakina to renew its order management 

and marketing automation systems to bring a more 

modern service to its customers. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT 

  Service
Marketing automation

  Technology
Salesforce Commerce, 
Service & Marketing 
Cloud

Crossing the finish line

POC’s customer support is more efficient thanks to  

the new structure. Customer support tickets are being 

solved faster, mailings can be monitored and measured 

more precisely, and design and content have significantly 

improved with data-driven decisions. 

Thanks to the new possibilities of customer segmentation, 

marketing activities are now data-driven, relevant  

and measurable.

Whether customers are passionate about 
mountain biking or skiing, they now enjoy 
updates that are customised.

Commerce Cloud’s order data is integrated into the 

Service Cloud too. Combining the information of 

order and service processes gives a deeper perspective 

into real customer needs.

The technology behind the transformation  

– Salesforce Commerce, Service and Marketing Cloud 

Release 2018 – is harmonised to bring customers a 

more satisfying and comprehensive experience.
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REWE Group
Food shopping enhanced by 
data processing: HIPPIE 2.0

Feeding insights with HIPPIE

REWE Group asked Emakina to consult on agile 

project management, implementation and integration 

plus provide front end development on a new 

custom-made software. Before working with Emakina, 

transaction data was mostly collected manually and 

evaluated by individual retail companies. 

The team developed HIPPIE software as a new way to 

collect sales transaction data and customer reactions 

to discounts, and evaluate it daily for planning action. 

It enables quick and easy queries, dynamic evaluation 

and graphic display. Data can be prepared and 

graphically illustrated in a user-friendly interface from 

different points of view and according to different KPIs.

Success through an agile methodology

The entire project was developed in close cooperation 

with the client according to agile methodology. 

Kicking off with a Scrum Master workshop, framework 

conditions and acceptance criteria were set. Just a 

few weeks later, the team presented the first previews, 

ready for testing. Findings were fed into the next 

development phase and in this way, HIPPIE was created 

as a tailormade tool that already included all the key 

features in full functionality for go-live.

Austrians buy high quality food and drugstore products 

from REWE International AG. To plan any future 

promotions, transaction data had to be gathered and 

calculated. A powerful, well-thought-out software called 

HIPPIE was created, which evaluates purchasing data,  

sales discounts, and customer reactions to discounts.

  Lead agency
Emakina.AT 

  Service
Analytics

Web building 

  Technology
Angular 

Java

Adaptive front end interface

The front end interface is compatible with all common 

browsers and automatically adapts to resolutions and 

sizes. The VEGA library’s custom display of graphs and  

diagrams adds the big advantage of serialisable chart 

definition as a JSON structure – making individual graphic  

requests possible. At the same time, the front end code 

remains manageable, saving computing power.

Data guides decision making 

Within the REWE Group, HIPPIE successfully aligned the 

way planning of action is organised and communicated. 

The team has enabled fast and reliable evaluations to 

take place for efficient customer-focused activities.

The chosen technology 

The system’s foundation is a JavaScript library D3 

with the abstraction level VEGA. Document editing 

based on data offers all the benefits of a user-friendly 

interface. At the same time, the system matches the  

logic of Java interfaces, which makes dynamic requests  

possible, based on the centralised Oracle database.

The technical solution of the front end application was 

carried out within the Angular framework. The system 

offers optimised load times and supports JavaScript 

for integrating asynchronous algorithms. Independent 

components of the different views enable the best 

possible performance within data evaluation. This reduces  

the load on the background system and paves the way 

for integrating automated test cases. 

“The agile approach was exactly the right approach to bundle the high 

predominant complexity into manageable work packages and to create a 

convenient and intuitive analysis tool for the user."

Christian Milster
Head of WARE Operations, REWE Group
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Ancient rituals in digital form

AKQA was given free rein to create invigorating 

designs for the web shop, without any technical 

limitations. This resulted in a glorious blend of rich 

content, storytelling and e-commerce. Emakina 

had to transform the ambitious designs into a 

seamless interface, ensuring high speed, ease of use, 

intuitiveness and responsiveness.

Rituals specialises in sensual home, bath and body 

products inspired by ancient Asian ceremonies. 

We were asked to bring this concept to life with 

a bespoke UX experience on a new e-commerce 

platform, in collaboration with AKQA.

Rituals

  Lead agency
Emakina.NL 

  Service
Commerce

Digital experience 
design

  Technology
Salesforce  
Commerce Cloud

 Award

A joyfully immersive, award-winning site 
where every user is treated to a highly 
personal online journey. 
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Storytelling teamed with impeccable 
performance 

To work swiftly and meet all the technical challenges, 

the team created prototypes in parallel with 

development sprints. These prototypes were applied to 

align the client’s expectations and AKQA’s vision with 

our interpretation and execution. It also gave Emakina 

the opportunity to fine-tune and test key elements 

that set the mood for the site to ensure the platform 

performs at its optimum.

Both Rituals and AKQA had expected some level of 

compromise. However, Emakina worked with passion 

and managed to exceed their expectations. Every 

user is now treated to a captivating, personalised 

online journey, based on click behaviour, connection 

quality and hardware. Rituals.com runs on Salesforce 

Commerce Cloud, a solid platform that supports the 

company’s international omnichannel strategy.

E-commerce that inspires and delights 

In the first week after relaunch, the number of web 

visitors increased by 35%. In addition, individual 

sessions rose by 28% and the conversion rate rose 

by an impressive 5%. As well as delighting the client, 

the platform immediately improved conversion and 

the bottom line. 

In 2019, the Rituals redesign project  
was awarded a Golden SpinAward.

higher conversion 
rate

increase in visitors rise in individual  
sessions

5% 35% 28%
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Royal  
FrieslandCampina
Nourishing by nature

The world’s largest dairy collective sells products in 

over 100 countries, including in Asia where the high 

quality of Dutch dairy stands out as trustworthy and 

healthy compared to local competitors. 

The two B2B brands are Debic (the professional 

product brand for chefs and caterers) and Lattiz (an 

all-in-one milk frothing system for cafes and other 

high volume coffee service settings).

Until recently, Royal FrieslandCampina’s many 

websites had been run separately. Whilst initially 

simpler and faster to build, this doesn’t create 

economies of scale for shared services and 

technology over the long term. They asked Emakina 

to develop a ‘OneSite’ platform and simultaneously 

build two separate branded B2B sites to run on it. 

  Lead agency
Emakina.NL

  Service
Commerce

Digital experience 
design

Web building

  Technology
Drupal

Salesforce B2B 
Commerce Cloud

Next, we created a design sprint of prototypes 

of each brand’s new user experience and 

core features. A roadmap set the scope of the 

first release, subsequent updates, and market 

rollout schedule. Finally, we delivered the 

concepts and optimised the design to be ready 

for implementation. 

This was also the appropriate moment 
to move to a modern agile governance 
system that enabled rapid test, learn and 
deploy software development. 

Delving deeper into what users want

After fast-tracking a working e-commerce MVP pilot for 

Germany in just eight weeks, we got busy with a process 

of data gathering, interviews and insight creation  

– including existing user journey mapping. This provided 

a reliable outside-in view to ensure we deliver customer 

value to Royal FrieslandCampina’s different target markets.
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Lattiz focuses on a direct path, using product demos 

to create interest and show simplicity of use.  

This is supported by business tips and interviews with 

successful coffee shop owners, as well as serving tips 

such as visual guides for creating different coffee art 

(artistic shapes in milk foam). Ordering was gradually 

rolled out over Europe, first with Germany live, and 

Belgium and the Netherlands following suit. 

The Lattiz and Debic front end content management 

system is based on Drupal. This open source software 

was used because of its combination of low cost, 

ease of development, flexibility and wide industry 

support. The extended e-commerce features, 

enabling direct ordering for Lattiz, are based on 

Salesforce B2B Commerce Cloud. 

Inspiring content for lead generation

Although running on the same platform, each brand generates leads in different 

ways. Debic uses a set of high quality professional recipes that demonstrate 

their products, interlinked with advanced techniques, to inspire chefs and create 

relevance. Impeccable photography appeals greatly to chefs. Ordering is then 

done via wholesale, the common method for food service and hotel industries.
First pilot ready in just eight weeks

Our first delivery was a commerce pilot  

for Lattiz Germany, enabling direct orders.  

The entire process for this was achieved  

within eight weeks, proving the effectiveness  

of Emakina’s and RFC’s agile collaboration. 

Following this, parallel design and development 

streams progressively launched Lattiz in six markets 

and Debic in 10 (with 10 languages), creating and 

translating the extensive high production-quality 

engagement content for each brand: detailed 

recipes, techniques and business interviews. 

Lattiz launched in Debic launched in Launched in

6
markets

10
markets

10
languages
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Sodexo
Evolving the service 
voucher ecosystem for 
1million+ citizens

Sodexo’s Public Benefits service allows over 1.2 million 

people to get help in their daily lives and pay their 

household-help via the Belgian service voucher system. 

In the Walloon, Flemish and Brussels-Capital Regions, 

Sodexo has been operating the service vouchers 

ecosystem for eight years and decided to rethink and 

evolve the system when awarded the contracts in 2019. 

Lead agency
Emakina.BE

Service
Applications

Branding & design 

Digital experience 
design 

Web building

Technology
Kentico

.NET

React

React Native

Making a process simple and intuitive 

The aim of the new Sodexo service voucher 

websites, secured user platform and mobile apps 

was to make the complex process far more  

user-friendly and intuitive. With an agile and full 

scrum collaboration, we were in constant contact 

with the regions to achieve this for users. 

Emakina worked with openness and enthusiasm 

alongside Sodexo’s experts, in mixed teams which 

delivered three informative websites, four mobile 

applications and six applicative portals. 

It was vital to ensure a smooth transition to the new 

digital environment for all active users. Emakina 

shared its know-how in front end, extranets and 

mobile applications, while guaranteeing maximum 

scalability, flawless security and accessibility for the 

visually impaired. 
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Swift progress and iterative approach 

The intense collaboration between the onsite ‘plug 

and play’ Emakina team and their Sodexo colleagues 

proved to be the right formula.

After a discovery sprint, a series of agile sprints 

followed, with continuous improvements. We used 

technologies hosted on Azure Cloud, from custom 

.Net, React and React Native for the mobile apps to 

Kentico EMS for the public website.

Large-scale success and  
big ambitions

The project focused on over a million 

citizens, who gave positive feedback, 

welcoming the accessibility and 

improved experience. The new public 

websites, platform and mobile apps 

were launched in 2020 and users in 

Flanders can now pay their household 

help online. 

“For its digital challenges, Sodexo has to be able to work fast, while 

respecting deadlines, budgets and the scope of its projects. We need to 

adopt a more Agile approach, and our digital team’s collaboration with 

Emakina proves this is possible.”

Jérôme Lemouchoux
 CEO Sodexo Benefits and Rewards Services Belgium

A second project is well underway

A new application for workers will allow them to register their hours 

and quickly handle admin via their phones. A third project will complete 

the ecosystem, bringing services to 1,200 authorised agencies who act 

as go-betweens for workers and clients. It will be the daily working tool, 

making interventions easier and faster.
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Van Cleef & Arpels
Deep insights into the luxury mindset

A celebrated name in the luxury sector, Van Cleef & Arpels is  

a Parisian jewellery and watch company founded in 1896. 

They asked Emakina to do a deep dive into what delights their 

discerning clients. With jewels of valuable insights, they wanted  

to build a richer brand experience across their social media  

and website, and exceed customer expectations in store.

  Lead agency
Emakina.FR 

  Service
User insights

 Award

How and why clients purchase

Van Cleef & Arpels wanted to understand how and 

why its customers purchased, both online or in 

its boutiques. Emakina/Insights collaborated with 

Emakina.FR and its brand experience specialists to 

optimise relationships with users in France, China, 

Japan, the UAE and the United States. 

Our exploration included a sector study, benchmarking, 

analysis of best practices, mystery shopping, interviews 

with sales teams and clients.  

We worked with marketing and psychology 
experts to gather and analyse the purchasing 
habits of our multifaceted users.

We identified four main user profiles: customers  

who visit boutiques to buy for themselves; clients who 

buy online, travellers who buy souvenirs on vacations, 

and buyers who purchase gifts for others. All these 

users share high expectation regarding quality, design 

and uniqueness. 
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Touchpoints that dazzle and inspire 

We mapped user journeys in four steps, from inspiration 

to engagement. All touchpoints – whether physical or 

digital – had to add value and inspire the imagination. 

Next, our user insights fed the Emakina brand strategy 

team, who developed a full Brand Experience Platform 

(BXP) based on the research results. 

The BXP is a unique methodology composed of four 

elements: the experience contract, the expected XP,  

the projected XP and the lived XP. Together, they define 

the brand and its relationship with its customers.

User-centric experience exceeds expectations

Our work has enabled the client’s HQ team to fully understand 

its users and exceed their expectations. It has led social 

media recommendations, website optimisation and in-store 

experience inspiration.

On top of sharing the results with each 

studied market, we were invited to 

global seminars and conferences to 

spread the user-centricity mindset and 

the main learnings. 
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World Press
Photo Foundation
Pictures with power 

The World Press Photo Foundation (WPPF) is  

a non-profit organisation dedicated to supporting 

photojournalism in life and online. 

They asked Emakina to create a new user-friendly 

website to support breathtaking visual storytelling 

and an archive of powerful images from across 

six decades. 

2019 Photo Contest, World Press Photo of the Year Nominee, Akashinga - the Brave Ones - Photographer: Brent Stirton

Lead agency
Emakina.NL

Service
Digital experience  
design

Web building

Technology
Kentico

Award

The world’s most profound photos

The photographs tell the stories of the day with a silent 

punch: stories of children taken from their parents 

at borders, animals suffering the effects of climate 

change or the world’s weird and wonderful rituals. 

These are just some of the tales told by photographers 

who enter the World Press Photo Foundation’s 

competition for the most defining picture of the year.

Having started as a contest organised by several 

photographers in 1955, WPPF has grown into an 

organisation whose picture of the year is world news 

and part of an exhibition shown to millions of people 

in 45 countries. 

The site had to serve as a dynamic stage for 
digital storytelling, with an intuitive navigation 
and resilience to sudden peaks in traffic. 
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A vast migration to a stable platform

WPPF runs an international programme of masterclasses, 

supports emerging talent and connects people to the 

stories that matter. The site needed to migrate tens of 

thousands of images onto a stable platform. 

Emakina used a process of design and development 

sprints to create a concept website where visual material is 

central. The website also allows for written text to explain 

the stories behind the photographs in more detail. The 

vast archive was transferred on to a Kentico management 

system and able to support high levels of traffic and 

search engine optimisation (SEO).

A fast, stable and content-rich  
treasure trove 

The new website launched in February 2019, in time 

for nominations for the 2019 World Press Photo 

Foundation contest. The archive was successfully 

migrated, but the real test came in April when the 

winner was announced. 

Thousands of users simultaneously hit the site to find 

out more about John Moore’s image of Honduran 

toddler Yanela Sanchez, crying as she and her mother 

were taken into custody by US officials in Texas due to 

the ‘zero-tolerance’ border policy. 

Since its launch, over 120,000 people have visited the 

WPPF site, which is now a powerful and stable ode 

to photojournalism. It was also awarded a prestigious 

Webby Award in 2020 for Best Association Website by 

the International Academy of Digital Arts & Sciences.
2019 Photo Contest, Contemporary Issues, Singles, 1st Prize 
Photographer: Diana Markosian - Magnum Photos

2019 Photo Contest, Long-Term Projects, Stories, 1st Prize - Photographer: Sarah Blesener

2019 Photo Contest, World Press Photo of the Year, Crying Girl on the Border - Photographer: John Moore
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Chalhoub Group

Yves Saint Laurent Beauty

Creating a flexible,  
beautiful luxury platform

Chalhoub Group is the leading partner for luxury across the 

Middle East since 1955, and has become a major regional 

player in the luxury beauty and fashion sector. This Dubai-based  

expert in retail and marketing has a growing workforce of 

more than 12,000 people, with a presence in 14 countries and 

operating over 700 retail stores.

Expert in retail, distribution and 
marketing services 

With over 200 major high-end brands in their portfolio, 

the group is responsible for the rise and championing 

of successful European brands in the Middle East. 

Thanks to their regional expertise and intimate 

knowledge of the industry, they are committed to 

offering unique customer experiences and partner 

work excellence.

  Lead agency
Emakina.AE 

  Service
Applications

Commerce

Digital experience 
design

  Technology
Salesforce  
Commerce, Service & 
Marketing Cloud

A well-rounded e-commerce experience 

Emakina implemented a Reference Application Architecture, the Chalhoub 

RefApp, based on Salesforce Commerce Cloud Storefront Reference 

Architecture. With the implementation of Salesforce Commerce, Service  

& Marketing Cloud, a well-rounded e-commerce experience is built upon  

the RefApp. This technology allows ease of brand introduction and 

presents functionality advantages.

The Results

Best-in-class technology 

With the creation of captivating digital touchpoints through 

unique websites and mobile applications, Chalhoub Group 

secured a growth strategy – helping them take the lead in 

their industry. The client is very fond of the resulting business 

prosperity; with significant increases in both KSA and UAE 

market revenues.
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lorem ipsum

Contact us
Inspired by our showcase? If you'd like to know 
more about our work, or talk about what we can 
do for you, then visit www.emakina.com,  
email think@emakina.com or see our detailed 
address list on the next page.
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EMAKINA.AE
EMAKINA FZ-LLC 
Aurora Tower
Office 2202-2207
Dubai Media City
PO Box: 478891 Dubai
United Arab Emirates

 +971 4 589 57 22
 info@emakina.ae
 www.emakina.ae

 100561441500003

EMAKINA.AT
EMAKINA CENTRAL  
& EASTERN EUROPE GMBH 
Weyringergasse 30
A-1040 Vienna
Austria
 
 +43 1 31 567 21 0 
 office@emakina.at
 www.emakina.at
 ATU 65163155

EMAKINA.BE
EMAKINA.BE SA 
Rue Middelbourg 64A
1170 Brussels
Belgium
 
 +32 2 400 40 00 
 think@emakina.com
 www.emakina.be
 BE 0463.478.965

EMAKINA.CH
EMAKINA.CH SA 
13 rue Le Royer
1227 Geneva
Switzerland
 
 +41 22 342 60 30 
 contact@emakina.ch
 www.emakina.ch

 CHE-113.795.094

EMAKINA.FR  
EMAKINA.FR SA

84 boulevard de Sébastopol
75003 Paris
France
 
 +33 1 44 54 52 80 

 
Parc d’Ester Technopole
4 rue Atlantis
87280 Limoges
France
 +33 5 55 35 04 36

 hello@emakina.fr
 www.emakina.fr
 FR 64.413.998.410

EMAKINA / INFLUX SAS

 FR 32838740900

EMAKINA.NL
EMAKINA.NL BV
Danzigerkade 4
1013 AP Amsterdam 
The Netherlands
 
 +31 20 463 77 66 
 info@emakina.nl
 www.emakina.nl
 NL 815460193B01

EMAKINA.QA
EMAKINA QFC BRANCH 
Office No. 235, 2nd Floor. D  
Ring Building No. 67,  
Street 250 D Ring Road, 
Zone 45 - Old Airport  
PO Box 32522 Doha  
Qatar

 +974 4423 1326
 info@emakina.qa
 www.emakina.qa

 T01088

Agency branches

EMAKINA.SA
CLOUDWORKS 
CONSULTING FZ-LLC
Moon tower, Mezanine floor, 
King Fahed Branch Road,  
Ar Rahmaniyah,  
PO Box: 231772 11321 Riyadh 
Saudi Arabia

 +966 55 807 4044
 www.emakina.sa

 310414800900003

EMAKINA.SE
EMAKINA DBG AB 
Fiskargatan 8
116 20 Stockholm
Sweden
 
 +46 8 586 116 00 
 hello@emakina.se
 www.emakina.se
 SE 5566 1909 3901

EMAKINA COMMERCE AB

 SE 5592 6803 330

EMAKINA.US
EMAKINA.US INC 
WeWork Nomad
Madison Ave 79
New York 10016
United States
 
 +1 800 974 5680 
 think.us@emakina.com
 www.emakina.us
 EIN 82-4492937

Delivery centres

EMAKINA.HR
EMAKINA.HR DOO 
Damira Tomljanović 
Gavrana 11  
10000 Zagreb 
Croatia
 
 +385 1 3000 485 
 office@emakina.hr
 www.emakina.hr

 15550592947

EMAKINA.PL
EMAKINA.PL SP. Z.O.O. 
ul. Metalowa 3
60-118 Poznań
Poland
 
 +48 61 890 8392 
 officepl@emakina.pl
 www.emakina.pl
 PL7831781156

EMAKINA.RS
EMAKINA RS DOO  
NOVI SAD 
Novosadskog sajma 2
21000 Novi Sad
Serbia
 
 +381 21 6616 657 
 contact@emakina.rs
 www.emakina.rs

 21378682

EMAKINA.TR
EMAKINA TURKEY LTD 
Zafer Serbest Bölge Mah. 
Nilüfer Sokak N°: 31/14-15
Gaziemir-Izmir 
Turkey
 
 +90 232 446 05 57
 info@emakina.com.tr
 www.emakina.com.tr
 333 082 85 41
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The User Agency


